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ABSTRACT

What types of second-language
by native-English speakers

speakers

(NES)

(L2)

and nonnative-English

(NNES)? This research draws on the insight that

detecting one's own as well as others'
language

errors are detected

(TL)

errors in the target

facilitates awareness to the TL forms,

an

important factor that postpones language fossilization.
Forty students who are enrolled in the Master's

Program in Education were given a listening task that
consisted of 75 short segments from NES and NNES speech.

The participants were asked to record any errors that they

heard in the listening task.
revealed that NES and NNES'
significantly.

The results of the study
error-detection rates differed

It was also observed that NES as well as

NNES from different first-language

(LI)

backgrounds

detected different types of errors.
The findings of the present study suggest that various
reasons might cause differing patterns of error detection,

such as language proficiency in the TL and listener's LI

background.

These findings are important because they

provide insight for participants of this study who are

prospective English-language teachers.

Based on these

findings they can assist their learners by being aware of

their L2 errors.

This awareness would enable English

teachers to better comprehend their learners'

of the TL by recognizing error patterns.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project

One of the chief problems when learning a second
language is that after intermediate fluency has been

attained,
of this,

the learner can communicate adequately.

Because

the learner does not feel the need to improve

his/her language.

Often the rate of learning slows

considerably and the learner fails to attain full mastery

of the target language.

This is particularly true in non-

English-speaking-European countries where English has
become the preferred academic language.

Often students who

are expected to perform academically in English attain just
enough proficiency to complete assignments,

but fail to

push on to mastery.

In Turkey,

the indispensable role of English both in

academic and professional life makes it necessary for

learners to attain more than intermediate proficiency.

With

the transition to English as the language of instruction in
many undergraduate majors,

students are expected to perform

at a high level of proficiency in English in order to
master the content.

Moreover,

the expectations of

1

professional life are not less than those of the academic

life. Especially now, when the job market offers fewer
opportunities,

individuals are expected to be fluent at

least in one foreign language, usually English.
The aforementioned reasons make it necessary for

individuals to attain more than intermediate proficiency in
English. However, like in many EFL settings, learners

experience a phase in which they stop learning for various

reasons. In an attempt to overcome this stage of "non
learning," many studies have been amassed, which are
reviewed in the present study.

The Role of Attention in Second-Language Acquisition
As behaviorist views, which dominated the mid 20th

century, have fallen short in explaining the factors

involved in learning, including second-language acquisition
(SLA); cognitive explanations have started to gain more
respect in this field.

In contrast to behaviorists who

conceptualized learners' minds as blank slates, and
downplayed the importance of cognitive factors such as
thinking, motivation,

and will, cognitive theorists have

posited that learners do not automatically absorb input.
Rather, they process it; and learning occurs based on this
i
input processing. Therefore, it has become increasingly

2

clear to theorists that some type of awareness is necessary
to convert input into intake.

This has led researchers to

focus on attention and awareness—how input becomes intake—
which has become one of the main issues of the field of

second-language acquisition

(SLA).

Fossilization in Second-Language Learning
Fossilization,

which can simply be defined as the

cessation of learning

(Seiinker & Lamendella,

1978)

been one of the central issues of SLA research.

has

The

majority of L2 learners reach a plateau in their second

language and fail to achieve native-like competence.

One

interesting fact about fossilization is that it is mostly
observed in adult L2 learning. As scholars have unveiled

most of the underlying processes that cause fossilization,
ways to prevent its occurrence have also been studied.
Recognizing these underlying reasons that cause
fossilization can definitely guide L2 learners and teachers
to find solutions to prevent it.
Error Detection

Failure to detect errors in the target language is

considered one of the many cognitive factors that cause
fossilization.

As error detection is closely linked to

attention and awareness,

it goes without saying that one's

3

ability to detect errors is a sign of his or her developing

second language.

However,

notice errors in the TL,

as one continues to fail to
it can be said that his or her

language is in the process of premature stabilization,

which eventually leads to fossilization. Although this
particular study does not attempt to conduct error analysis

research on individuals'

second-language system,

aim to take a closer look at second-language

(L2)

it does
learners'

ability to detect errors in the oral output of L2 speakers

as an indicator of attention and awareness of the TL forms.
Personal Background and Target Teaching Level

In Turkey,

where English is not the main language,

most students who spend years learning it often experience
language fossilization for various reasons.

This affects

especially young adult learners who need to have English
proficiency both for their academic and professional

success.
My intention in conducting this research was not only

to emphasize the significance of attention and awareness in

second-language learning and teaching,

but also to discover

learner and teacher implicit attitudes toward errors in the
target language.

Thus,

language teachers can assist their

students in ways to prevent their language fossilization.

4

In order for language teachers to be able to help
their students,
students'

it is crucial that they are aware of

errors as well as the underlying reasons of

occurrence.

I believe this study will serve as an eye-

opener for most language teachers in Turkey.

Purpose of the Project

This project is designed to present the extent to
which native English speakers

speakers

(NNESs)

(NESs)

and nonnative English

detect errors in NNESs'

oral output.

It

also aims to shed light on the error perception of

participants from different first-language
backgrounds,

(LI)

and intends to uncover the possible underlying

reasons of the variations in their detection rates.

The goal of this project is,

therefore,

to emphasize

the importance of attention in the L2 learning process and

detection of errors in learners'

oral output.

In addition,

own as well as in others'

the study attempts to discover

the types of errors that are over- and underreported by the

participants.

It is anticipated that the results of the

study will provide an insight for language teachers both in

their teaching and possible future research.

5

To sum up,

it is important for the participants of

this study who are potential language teachers to be aware
of their own errors as well as their learners'
Based on the results of the study,

errors.

participants can

organize their instruction depending on their perception of

errors in others'

speech.

Content of the Project

This study investigates both NESs and NNESs'
to detect errors in NNESs'

ability

oral output through a listening

task that consists of a total of 75 short segments.
Participants'

performance on the listening task is expected

not only to provide information about their level of

attention to language forms in the target language,

but

also to draw some conclusions as to what types of errors
are detected by listeners from various Lis.

The project consists of five chapters:

review of literature,
data,

research methodology,

introduction,

analysis of the

and summary/conclusion.

Chapter One provides a description of the background
and the general scope of the study.

It focuses on the role

of attention in second-language learning and fossilization

with an emphasis on error detection.

6

Chapter Two,

Review of Literature,

is a detailed

summary of the related concepts that are connected to the

current study.

This includes fossilization in second-

language acquisitionu(SLA),

attention and awareness in SLA,

and the importance of learners'

error detection.

Chapter Three presents the theoretical framework of

the study,

introduces the research hypotheses and questions

of the study,

and describes the process of data collection

from the participants.
Chapter Four is a detailed summary of the analysis of
the data collected from participants. Error detection
percentages of participants are shown in tables.

Chapter Five sums up conclusions that are drawn based

on the analysis of the data.

It also offers suggestions for

future research.

Significance of the Project
Lack of attention to language forms in the target

language is believed to cause fossilization; because
without attention,

erroneous TL forms might never be

noticed and corrected by the learner. As Schmidt

emphasized,

(1983)

especially adult learners have to direct their

attention to language forms,

as it is unlikely for them to

7

benefit from the innate language-acquisition brain circuits

with which children are equipped.
he conducted,

Schmidt

(1983)

attention to language forms,

Based on the case studies

concluded that not paying
but rather only focusing on

the meaning in the target language leads to conservation of

some errors in the target language,

which eventually

results in fossilization.

What are some implications of this study? Although the
debate on fluency versus accuracy is not new,

no language

teacher or learner would argue that both are desirable.

Putting some exceptional factors aside,

achieving native

like proficiency in the target language is usually the

ultimate goal of every language learner.

However,

especially in adult second-language learning,

it is

difficult for most second-language learners to be able to

attain fluency and accuracy at the same time.
Focus on form,
significant role,

in particular focus on errors,

plays a

as errors are windows to one's

understanding of the language forms in the target language.
Taking into consideration the fact that most participants

of this study will be teaching in an English-as-a-foreignlanguage

(EFL)

setting in their native countries,

it is

important for them to be able to detect their students'

8

errors who are speakers of the same language.

important for NESs,

It is also

as well as Spanish-English bilinguals,

to be able to detect their students'

errors if these

students are speakers of other languages.

Regardless of the setting,
teaching,
(ESL),

in which they will be

whether it is EFL or English-as-a-second-language

it is important for language teachers to be able to

detect their learners'

errors,

so that they can modify

their instruction based on the needs of their students,

learners'
SLA.

as

errors are a good indicator of their level of

Accuracy,

in addition to fluency,

in the target

The analysis of who detects

language can thus be attained.

what type of errors is fundamental to teachers'

ability to

advance their students to higher level of proficiency.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Fossilization in Second-Language Acquisition

The term fossilization was first coined by Seiinker in

1972.

It refers to the "phenomenon of non-progression of

learning despite continuous exposure to input,

motivation to learn,
practice"

(Han,

adequate

and sufficient opportunity for

2004a,

p.

Because fossilization

13).

represents cessation of learning,

it has been a central

construct for study since it was first introduced to the

field of second-language-acquisition (SLA).
Interlanguage:

Definition

In order to better comprehend fossilization in the

second-language-acquisition

(SLA)

shed light on interlanguage,

process,

it is crucial to

a term which was also

propounded by Seiinker in 1972.

This refers to the

learner's unique linguistic system that is independent both

of the target language
language

(Ll).

(TL)

and the learner's first

The learner approximates proficiency in L2

using an interlanguage that stems from Ll knowledge.

Until the late sixties,

by a behaviorist perspective.

the field of SLA was dominated

SLA was seen as a process of

10

merely acquiring new language habits,

errors

and learners'

were associated with the persistence of existing LI habits
(LI interference).

However,

(L2)

the second language

interference

(Corder,

errors in

not all the learners'

could be explained through LI

The shortcomings of the

1981).

behaviorist explanations of SLA led researchers to find

alternative explanations.

(1997a)

stated,

'nurture'

(i.e.

Ellis

preoccupation with the role of

environmental factors shape learning),

their attention to

'nature'

"From a
how

researchers switched

(how the innate properties of

the human mind shape learning)"

(p.

The theory of

32).

interlanguage was able to explain questions posed by the
innatist SLA scholars such as,

"Were learners'

result of Ll transfer? Did L2 learners,
construct unique mental

'rules'?"

errors the

like LI learners,

(Ellis,

1994,

p.

44).

According to Corder,

The terms interlanguage and interlingua suggest that
the learner's language will show systematic features

both of the target language and of the other languages
he

[sic]

tongue.

may know,

most obviously his

In other words his

intermediate one.

(1981,

p.

11

[sic]

67)

[sic]

mother

system is a mixed or

Figure 2.1

(from Corder,

1981),

demonstrates how

interlanguage shares characteristics of a learner's LI and
L2,

forming an intermediate language system.

First Language

(LI)

(TL)

Figure 2.1. Relationship between First-Language and SecondLanguage in Interlanguage

Source: Corder,

interlanguage.

S. P. (1981). Error analysis and
Oxford: Oxford University Press, p.

17.

Central to the theory of fossilization is
interlanguage;

"...the term fossilization has been used to

label the process by which non-target forms become fixed in
interlanguage"

(Ellis,

1994,

p.

353).

This makes it

necessary to investigate the characteristics of

12

interlanguage in order to better comprehend the role of
fossilization in interlanguage theory.

Characteristics of Interlanguage

Even though interlanguage is viewed as a transitional
stage in the process of second-language learning,

it is

still a human language that shares language universals with
the other human languages. As Diaz-Rico & Weed

noted,

languages are dynamic and complex,

have a structure.

Therefore,

(2010)

and all languages

interlanguage shares these

features with other languages as follows.
Interlanguage is Dynamic.
change over time,

Just as all human languages

interlanguage also undergoes revision due

to its unstable nature—unstable because it is a learner

language.

The learning is based on the learner's guessing

of the L2 rules; because the learner has not yet learned
the rules,

an approximate "best guess" is based on the

rules of Ll. As Saville-Troike

(2006)

put it,

"The system

of rules which learners have in their minds changes
frequently,

or it is in a stage of flux,

succession of interim grammars"

nature dynamic,

(p.

41).

resulting in a
Learning is by

because everything learned to date changes

one's previous conception of L2 rules.
interlanguage is dynamic.

13

Therefore,

Interlanguage is Complex.

Ellis

(1994)

claimed that L2

acquisition is a process of complexification,

simplification.
point

[of L2]

As Ellis

(1994)

"...the starting

is not the full LI which is gradually

replaced by L2 rules and items,
system of the LI,

352).

stated,

not

but a simple,

reduced

which is gradually complexified"

Closely linked to its dynamic nature,

(p.

interlanguage

gets more complex as L2 learners add new rules to their

existing knowledge of L2.

This drives interlanguage towards

complexity rather than simplification.

Interlanguage Has a Structure.
SLA,

During the process of

what learners produce is not random,

but rather

structured utterances according to their "best guess" of L2

structure. Along with its characteristic set of individual
differences,

a learner's interlanguage consists of

structures that display the learner's attempts to figure
out the target structures

and Seiinker
system,

(2008),

that is,

(Corder,

1981). According to Gass

interlanguage is "...not a deficit

a language filled with random errors,

is a system of its own with its own structure"

Because L2 learners'
existing rule system,

(p.

but

14).

interlanguage is based on their
interlanguage is also predictable.

14

This leads to the conclusion that it is systematic and has

a structure.
Interlanguage is a Continuum. As stated earlier, due
to its dynamic nature,

interlanguage grammar changes with

the additions and deletions of the learner's approximations
to TL rules. Therefore,

interlanguage is a continuum, as L2

learners constantly reconstruct the system (Ellis,

Ellis

1997a).

(1997a) explained this as follows: "...learners

construct a series of mental grammars or interlanguages as
they gradually increase the complexity of their L2

knowledge"

(p. 33). As an example of this gradual increase,

learners may acquire one form of a verb, and gradually add
other forms to it, as in "work —► working —► worked." With

these additions, L2 learners' TL knowledge extends,
suggesting that interlanguage is a complexity continuum

rather than set of fixed end points.
All these characteristics make it clear that

interlanguage resembles other human languages,

as all

languages are dynamic, complex, and have a continuum and a
structure. Therefore, any feature that exists in an L2
learner's interlanguage can probably be found in another

human language.

15

Ultimate Attainment of Adult Learners'
Acquisition

Second-Language

Central to the theory of fossilization is the question

whether adult second-language learners can achieve native
like competence equivalent to an LI speaker if specific

conditions are met

(Han & Odlin,

2005). Although there are

various opinions regarding the level of adult learners'

ultimate attainment,

the majority of scholars agree on the

notion that younger learners are more likely to achieve
native-like competence than older learners. As Bley-Vroman
(1990)

put it,

"Studies which attempt to correlate age of

acquisition with degree of ultimate proficiency show that
'younger is better'"

example,

(p.

9). As Han

the case of Professor Wu,

at the age of 24,

(2004a)

cited as an

who arrived in the U.S.

was exposed to L2 for 56 years,

failed to achieve native-like competence,

and yet

constitutes a

representative example for this issue.
Research has generated various estimates of the
probability of native-like competence in adult learners'

acquisition.

L2

Although there is no consensus on the

percentage of learners who reach native-like proficiency,
Han

(2004a)

as follows:

reviewed the estimates given in the literature
"While earlier second language acquisition

16

(SLA)

research gave very low estimates—Seiinker suggested

5 percent in his 1972 paper--more recent research has

yielded a more optimistic assessment,
percent"

(p.

1).

from 15 percent to 60

Yet the widely accepted view is that full

success is rare in adult SLA.

As Towell and Hawkins
a second language,
difficult,

stop short"

slow,
(p.

(1994)

noted,

the acquisition of

in contrast to the first,

is more

and "...even in talented learners,

2).

accepted phenomenon:

tends to

This "stopping short" leads to a widely

fossilization,

a term that was coined

by Seiinker in the early 1970s based on his observations of
L2 learners who failed to achieve native-like competence.
For most of the adult learners,

inevitable.

fossilization is

It characterizes a stage in SLA in which the L2

learners fall short of native-speaker-like competence in
the target language.

The phenomenon of fossilization,

including important key concepts that underlie
fossilization,

has been an important issue in the second-

language-learning process,

not only for learners but also

for language teachers.

Fossilization in Seiinker's Terms
Although the concept of fossilization had been studied
under different names by different scholars,
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the term

fossilization was first introduced to the SLA field by
Seiinker in 1972.

In his pioneer study,

Seiinker

defined fossilization as performance-based,

(1972)

based on his

observation that most second-language learners fail to
achieve native-like competence:

Fossilizable linguistic phenomena are linguistic

items,

and subsystems which speakers of a

rules,

particular NL will tend to keep in their IL relative
to a particular TL,

no matter what the age of the

learner or.amount of explanation and instruction he
receives in the TL.
In the same study,

(p.

215)

Seiinker

(1972)

further defined

fossilization as a cognitive mechanism:

Fossilization,
structure,

a mechanism which...exists in...latent

underlies surface linguistic material which

speakers will tend to keep in their IL productive

performance,

no matter what the age of the learner or

the amount of instruction he
(p.

[sic]

receives in the TL.

229)

Furthermore,

in 1978 Seiinker and Lamendella viewed

fossilization thusly:

...a permanent cessation of IL learning before the
learner has attained L2 norms at all levels of
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linguistic structure and in all discourse domains in
spite of the learner's positive ability,

opportunity,

and motivation to learn and acculturate into target
society,
As Han

(p.

187)

(2004a)

summarized,

earlier definitions,

compared to Seiinker's

Seiinker and Lamendella's

(1978)

concept shows some differences from the 1972 definitions:
First,
from

the fossilizable structures have been "...extended

'linguistic items,

rules,

and subsystems'

to

'all

levels of linguistic structure and all discourse

domains'"(p.

15).

Han

(2004a)

also argued that the latter

definition by Seiinker and Lamendella minimizes the role of
learners'

ability and motivation,

suggesting that

fossilization is inevitable and innate.

In a later study Seiinker and Lakshmanan

(1992)

pointed out that stabilization is the first sign of
fossilization where the effect of multiple SLA factors

working together increases the chance of stabilization.
Also,

compared to his earliest studies,

Seiinker

viewed fossilization as more of a global process.

(1996)

He

advocated that fossilization is the permanent cessation of
the learning process in all levels of language.
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Fossilization is the process whereby the learner

creates a cessation of interlanguage learning,

thus

stopping the interlanguage from developing, 'it is

hypothesized,

in a permanent way...The argument is that

no adult can hope to ever speak a second language in
such a way that s/he is indistinguishable from native
speakers of that language,

(cited in Han,

2004a,

p.

15)
It can be seen that Seiinker's definition of

fossilization has changed over time. Although,

studies,

in his first

fossilization was accepted as a local process

suggesting the possibility of fossilization in some

language structures,

in more recent studies Seiinker

shifted his view of fossilization to a more global process
positing that interlanguage fossilization is inevitable.

Five Central Processes Underlying Fossilization

Even though Seiinker's definition of fossilization

shows variation over time,

the central processes he

proposed in his pioneer study

(1972)

are still valid and

have been studied by other SLA scholars.

Seiinker

(1972)

characterized the underlying mechanisms of fossilization as
"...the most interesting phenomena in IL performance...those

items,

rules and sub-systems which are fossilizable in
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terms of the five processes and strategies"

Seiinker

(1972)

transfer,

language learning,

material.

216).

characterized these processes as language

transfer of training,

communication,

(p.

strategies of second-

strategies of second-language

and overgeneralization of target language

"Seiinker hypothesizes that not only are the five

processes central to second-language learning but that each
process creates fossilized items in learners'
interlanguage"

(Butler-Tanaka,

2000,

3).

p.

Each of these

processes is discussed as follows.

Language Transfer.
fossilization,

Seiinker

In his earlier works,
(1972)

when defining

stated that some rules are

transferred from the Ll of the learner to the interlanguage

(IL)

of the learner during the learning process.

result of this,
in L2,

As a

Ll is the cause of many of the errors made

and occurrence of errors is a result of the

differences between the first-language and the target

language of the learner

(1972).

However,

language transfer

can be both positive and negative. Whereas positive

transfer occurs "...when an Ll structure or rule is used in
an L2 utterance and that use is appropriate or correct in
the L2"

(-Saville-Troike,

2006,

the latter as follows:
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p.

19),

Seiinker explains

Negative language transfer is identified as a process

which occurs whenever there is statistically

significant predominance in the native language of one
of two alternative linguistic entities,

which is then

paralleled by such predominance in an analysis of the
attempted production of a foreign language,

the

predominant entity being an error since it deviates

from an experimentally established norm of that

foreign language.

(1969,

p.

91)

According to Schwartz and Sprouse's

(1996)

review,

three different hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the influence of the LI during the initial stages of L2
grammar acquisition.

Minimal Trees,
initial stages.

They explained the first hypothesis,

as the weak transfer from LI grammar to L2
This transfer is only limited to lexical

categories and does not involve any functional projections
in the initial stages of L2 acquisition.

described the second hypothesis,

They also

Weak Transfer,

in which

there is an intermediate amount of transfer from Ll grammar

to the initial stages of L2 acquisition.
transfer,

During this

lexical and functional projections are

transferred while leaving the morphological affixes not
transferred.

Schwartz and Sprouse
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(1996)

explained the

strongest correlation between the LI grammar and initial
stage of L2 acquisition as the

Model.

In this hypothesis,

initial stage of L2,

Full Transfer/Full Access

LI grammar constitutes the

and a maximum number of structures is

attributed to L2 during the initial stage

Sprouse,

(Schwartz &

1996).

In positive transfer,
Ll and L2;

similarities are shared by the

however in negative transfer,

using the LI rules

in L2 structures causes errors that interfere with second-

language acquisition.

SLA scholars believe that errors in

the use of L2 result mainly from the influence of Ll,

and

the differences between the Ll and the L2 cause errors to

occur.

Others attribute to the Ll only a partial influence

on L2 errors.
Transfer of Training.

Transfer of training refers to

errors resulting from particular approaches used in
training;
example,

this is different from language transfer. As one

Seiinker

(1972)

stated that transfer of training

"...underlies the source of a difficulty which Serbo-Croatian

speakers at all levels of English proficiency regularly

have with the he/she distinction"

(p.

218).

He argued that

this difficulty on the part of Serbo-Croatian speakers
results from use of drills with the pronoun
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he

and never

she

during instruction. As also explained by Horning

(2002),

in transfer of training "...the interlanguage

behavior is created by a particular format used in teaching

or training the student"

(p.

34).

The author offers

beginning L2 writers as an example; although at the
beginning they make only a few mistakes in their use of

commas,

they start to make serious comma errors after

training.

Horning

(2002)

claimed this results from the

method followed during the training.

Although transfer of training can stem from specific

approaches used during instruction,

it can also be viewed

as lack of formal training. An example of this may be found
in the comparison between non-trained learners who learn
the L2 in the streets,

this case,

street

and school learners

(Sims,

1989).

In

learners never correct themselves or are

never corrected. As a result,

their errors are fossilized

and very difficult to extinguish. Therefore,

lack of formal

instruction causes fossilization as learners'

errors become

permanent because of lack of correction.
Learning Strategy. Another reason that leads to

fossilization in second-language is the incorrect use of
learning strategies.

As Sims

(1989)

explained,

unsuccessful

application of these strategies leads to the generation of
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fossilized features such as "...phonological,

syntactic,
errors"

(p.

lexical,

sociocultural,

morphological,

or psycholinguistic

61).

In his study,

Butler-Tanaka

(2000)

gave an example of

incorrect application of Japanese students'

learning

strategies in the classroom. As he explained,

Japanese learners tend not to ask their teachers
direct questions when they do not understand and

prefer to consult dictionaries or those sitting around
them instead.

This could be said to reflect a tendency

toward reticence in Japanese society in general and
the fear of making mistakes,

common in Japan,

(p.

which is said to be

5)

As can be seen in Butler-Tanaka's example,
seems to play an important role in learners'

learning strategies.

culture

choice of

factors like the educator's

However,

attitude and the features of the learning environment are
equally important in learners'

strategies.
above,

choice of learning

Because of variables like those mentioned

learners might never notice their mistakes,

which

eventually results in fossilization of some features.

Communication Strategy.

L2 learners frequently

experience difficulties in communication in L2 due to lack
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of L2 knowledge;

and when learners face such difficulties;

they start to use a variety of communication strategies.
VanPatten and Benati

(2010)

pointed out that some of these

important communication strategies include paraphrasing,
avoidance,

circumlocution,

and switching to the LI
Further,

Huang

direct translation from the LI,

(code-switching).

(2009)

observed that because second-

language learners make a lot of mistakes during
communication as they are either extremely relaxed or

tense,

this eventually

their learning can be decreased;

results in fossilization. Huang

(2009)

added that in order

to avoid mistakes during communication,
native speakers of the TL,

especially with

L2 learners tend to use

simplification as a common communication strategy,
leads some target L2 structures to be fossilized.
L2 learners,

which

For many

being involved in oral communication might be

challenging. Thus,

they tend to use strategies in which

there is little risk of making mistakes.

employ these strategies,
language features.

Because they

learners might never use certain

The fear of making mistakes therefore

might lead to fossilization of those unused language

features.
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Overgeneralization.

VanPatten and Benati

(2010)

defined overgeneralization as "...the extension of a rule or
linguistic form to domains where it is not appropriate"

120).

Therefore,

(p.

overgeneralization involves instances when

the L2 learner creates incorrect forms in IL by extending

knowledge from the target language.

As an example of overgeneralization,

Benati

(2010)

VanPatten and

referred to past-tense acquisition in English

suggesting that learners might add the past-tense morpheme

/ed/

to the main verb in all past-tense sentences without

making any exception for irregular verbs.

grammar,
language,

Just as in

overgeneralization can occur in other domains in

which eventually leads to fossilization.

As mentioned earlier,

the five processes underlined by

are natural processes of L2 learning.

Seiinker

(1972)

However,

they are also accepted as sources of

fossilization.

These processes were introduced in

Seiinker's first study on fossilization and suggest that
fossilization in different language domains is possible.
Although Seiinker's definition of fossilization has shifted

from a local to a global phenomenon,

these five processes

are still accepted as a harbinger of interlanguage
fossilization.
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Fossilization in Han's Terms

Although some researchers like Seiinker view
fossilization as a global process

perception),
process.

(contrary to his earlier

some maintain that it is more of a local

However,

Han

argued that "...global

(2004b)

fossilization is assumed rather than established"

(p.

220),

pointing out the lack of evidence that supports the
hypothesis that fossilization is global.

For Han

(2004b),

"...fossilization only hits certain linguistic features in
certain subsystems of the interlanguage of individual

learners,

while other linguistic features in the

same

subsystems are successfully acquired or continue to evolve"
(p.

220)

suggesting that empirical evidence also sustains

the hypothesis that fossilization is more of a local

process.

Whether fossilization is a process or a product has

been another issue related to the theory.
perspectives into account,

Han

(2004b)

Yet,

taking both

argued that

fossilization should be viewed as a process more than a

product as it is difficult to point out where learning

actually ceases. At this point,

Han

(2004b)

question of whether cessation of learning
is synonymous with fossilization.
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referred to the

(stabilization)

The researcher posited

that stabilization and fossilization should be viewed as
"...two different though related theoretical and empirical
entities" and that "...it is necessary to selectively

investigate
process

stabilization as part of the fossilization

(Han,

2004b,

p.

227).

However,

Han

2004b)

(2004a,

added that longitudinal studies are necessary in order to

be able to determine stabilization.
Han's views about fossilization clearly differ from

Seiinker's more recent definitions.

For Han,

fossilization

is more of a local process that can be observed in some

(Han,

language features in some interlanguage subsystems

2004b).

In addition,

it is worth noting that Han takes a

more critical stance on the empirical approaches,

pointing

out the necessity of longitudinal studies on fossilization.
Some Cognitive Causal Factors of Fossilization

In addition to environmental

(i.e.

and absence of corrective feedback),

quality of input

socio-affective

lack of acculturation),

and neurobiological causes

lack of talent and age)

of fossilization,

causal factors are cognitive

(i.e.

(i.e.

most of the

(see Appendix A for the

complete table of causal factors of fossilization).

Following are some of the cognitive factors that cause
fossilization.
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Lack of Access to Universal Grammar.

One of the most

important factors that cause fossilization is posited as
the adult learners'

Grammar

(UG)

(Han,

lack of full access to Universal

2004a).

the term

Developed by Chomsky,

Universal Grammar is defined as "A linguistic framework
which claims that Ll acquisition can be accounted for only
by innate knowledge that the human species is genetically
endowed with"

(1990)

(Saville-Troike,

2006,

p.

Bley-Vroman

195).

argued that child Ll acquisition and adult L2

acquisition are two different processes,
adult L2 learners'

suggesting that

do not have access to UG.

He argued that

adult L2 acquisition is largely based on the Ll and general

problem-solving skills.
claim,

White

(1990)

have access to UG,

However,

contrary Bley-Vroman's

argued that adult L2 learners still
but only via their Ll.

Thus,

is because of absence or limited access to UG,
learners'

whether it

adult L2

inability to access UG leads to the conclusion

that fossilization is inevitable in adult second-language

acquisition.
Natural Tendency to Focus on Content not on Form.

Skehan

(1998)

claimed that for older learners,

becomes more important than form,

comprehension and product. As Han
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meaning

both in their

(2004a)

put it,

the

language-acquisition device is hardly engaged,

because

adult learners have more ways to express themselves and

She noted that the social context of the

understand others.

speakers also helps to construct the meaning,
almost no reason to focus on the form.

(1998),

leaving

According to Skehan

a "dual-coding" approach that consists of both

rule-based and instance-based approaches tends to be
employed by second-language learners.

Combining the two

approaches enables L2 learners to communicate effectively.

The erroneous exemplar,

which is the product of a rule

based approach, may later be adopted by the instance-based

process during the language use.

However,

Skehan

(1998)

stated that "...if the underlying system does not so evolve,
and if communicative effectiveness is achieved,
erroneous exemplar may survive and stabilize,

syntactic fossil"
L2 input,

(p.

learners'

61).

Thus,

the

and becomes a

in order to comprehend the

tendency to focus on content rather

than form results in some language features not being
noticed.

If the learners are satisfied with the level of

their understanding of the target language,
stop learning,

they eventually

and this may lead to fossilization.

Using Top-down Processes in Comprehension.
related to focusing on content instead of form,
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Closely
learners'

employment of top-down processes in comprehension can also

As MacWhinney

result in fossilization.

(1992)

pointed out,

sometimes L2 learners can pull a few words out of a

conversation and can fully understand what is being said.

As the learner feels comfortable with the level of his/her
comprehension of an L2 conversation,

tends to be employed even more.

top-down processing

MacWhinney

(1992)

also

argued that children do not have this type of processing,

which might provide a reason why most adult learners
fossilize but children do not.

In his 1983 study,

Schmidt focused

on the importance of attention as follows:

"Adults do seem

Lack of Attention.

to have lost the still mysterious ability of children to

acquire the grammatical forms of language while apparently
not paying attention to them"

discover reasons why Wes,
Japanese,

(p.

172).

The study aimed to

a 33 year-old native speaker of

was not able to acquire English grammar perfectly

despite the abundant comprehensible input he received.

The

results of the study implied that lack of attention is a

causal factor in fossilization.
(2010)

In a later study,

Schmidt

provided more detailed information by comparing Wes

to Julie,

another nonnative speaker of English,

displayed native-like grammatical competence.
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who

The fact that

Wes,

unlike Julie,

did not make use of conscious attention

to form resulted in premature stabilization, which

eventually led to fossilization.
Failure to Detect Errors. MacWhinney
"...[another]

(1992)

stated,

factor supporting fossilization can be the

diminished pool of perceived error facing the language

learner"

(p.

384).

The author claimed that as the L2

learner maximizes his or her use of top-down processing on

comprehension,

he/she "...may arrive in a position where the

remaining amount of error easily detectable in one's own
productions is insufficient to force a full reorganization

of one's decidedly non-native system"
make progress,

(p.

384).

In order to

the learner has to focus on the form in

addition to the communication itself.

Unless the learner

diverts attention to these secondary concerns,

control of the L2 will tend to fossilize.

his or her

The authors noted

that the role of instruction should be to sharpen students'

attention to language features,

which can be done through

error detection activities in later stages of L2 learning.

This kind of training is believed to prevent fossilization

of certain forms in L2.

There is no doubt that fossilization might stem from
various causes.

However,

the ones elaborated above have
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been chosen specifically because they constitute the core

of the present study.

Summary
As one of the central issues in SLA, fossilization has

been referred as the inability to achieve native-like

competence, especially in adult L2 learners.

Four decades

of research have been successful in unveiling underlying

causal mechanisms. In addition to external factors like the
lack of quality of input, cognitive factors seem to play an
equally important role in the process of fossilization.

Although fossilization seems inevitable for most adult L2
learners, measures can be taken in order to prevent it. The

causal factors that were mentioned above might also provide

insight to L2 learners as well as L2 teachers as to how to

avoid fossilization.

Theoretical Aspects of Attention and Awareness
in Second-Language Acquisition
SLA researchers, accept that linguistic input plays a

crucial role in learners' acquisition of an L2. Corder
(1967) was the first researcher who made the distinction
between input and intake, emphasizing that not all of the
input to which learners are exposed is internalized.
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According to Corder
the learner,

internalized.

(1967),

input is what is available to

whereas intake is what is actually

Therefore,

researchers have started to take a

closer look at the process that enables input to become
intake.

As Gass

(1997)

stated,

"A well-established fact

about second-language acquisition is that not everything
that learners hear or read is utilized as they form second
language grammars"

(p.

4).

Krashen's Comprehensible Input Hypothesis

In an attempt to explore the relationship between

input and acquisition,

Krashen

(1985)

comprehensible input hypothesis.

proposed the

His shorthand for

comprehensible input is "i+1," which basically means
language structures should be provided that are one level
beyond the learner's current level.

(1981),

language learning

acquisition")

According to Krashen

(in Krashen's terms,

"language

can take place when the learner is

unconsciously exposed to comprehensible input.

Because

Krashen's hypothesis has not been well supported by
research,

the comprehensible input hypothesis became the

target of criticism by some scholars,

despite the fact that

it was very influential for quite some time in the field of

SLA.
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scholars came to an understanding that

After Krashen,

language learning is not wholly an unconscious process,

and

that some type of explicit attention to form is necessary.

Schmidt's extensive research on this topic
1995)

will be examined in the next section

& Villa,

(1990,

1993,

(see also Tomlin

1994). Although the view is widely accepted that

attention is necessary in order for learning to take place,
there is still an ongoing debate as to the type and amount

of attention that is needed to create intake.
Schmidt and the Noticing Hypothesis

As noted earlier,

with the decline of behaviorism,

which had downplayed the role of innate processes in

language learning,
became respectable.

researching the role of awareness in SLA
Building on Krashen's constructs of

comprehensible input,

Schmidt

(1990)

claimed that learning

does not take place unless the learner notices the input.

Primarily based on his diary studies when he was
learning Portuguese during his five-month stay in Brazil,

proposed that in order for input to become

Schmidt

(1990)

intake,

it is necessary that awareness take place at the

level of noticing. At this point,
the distinction that Schmidt

it is crucial to explain

(1993,

1995)

made between

awareness at the level of noticing and awareness at the
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level of understanding.

Schmidt

(1993,

1995)

claimed,

whereas awareness at the level of noticing requires

conscious registration of input,

awareness at the level of

understanding implies a deeper recognition of a language
Therefore,

rule.

for Schmidt,

there can be learning without

awareness at the level of understanding,

level of awareness;

however,

which is a higher

awareness at the level of

noticing is definitely necessary for learning to take

place.

Pointing to the importance of conscious attention to
language forms,

Schmidt posited,

"...subliminal language

learning is impossible and that intake is what learners
consciously notice"

(1990,

p.

149).

Further,

in 1993

referring to the data from experimental psychology,

Schmidt

maintained that "...whatever learning might result from
unattended processing is insignificant compared to the
results of attended processing"

Schmidt,

(p.

35).

Therefore,

learning is not an unconscious process,

for

whereas he

acknowledged "...the important role of unconscious processes

in language comprehension and production"

(1990,

p.

131).

He argued that these processes do not function in the same

way in language learning.
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As one example,
everyday lives,

Schmidt

(1990)

argued that in our

we might be aware of meaning when we listen

to or read utterances in a language in which we are fluent,
but we are probably not aware of the decoding processes

that create that meaning. Language learning,

however,

is

conscious because the learner needs to notice the input and

relate it to his or her experiences for further processing.
The process of learning implicit language knowledge is
shown in Ellis's

(1997)

version of Schmidt's model

(see

Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2.
Knowledge

The Process of Learning Implicit Language

Ellis, R.
teaching. Oxford:

Source:

(1997b): SLA research and language
Oxford University Press, p. 119.
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According to this model,

language features in the

input must be noticed and be sent to short-term memory
they are compared to the produced

(STM). Afterwards,
features.

This explains how input becomes intake. As the

intake is absorbed into the interlanguage system,

changes

occur if the language features are integrated into long

term memory

(LTM).

Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis that posits that

language learning does not take place unless the learner
consciously attends to the form has been very influential

and been accepted as one of the milestones in the

literature of SLA research. Yet,

among those who agree that

language learning is a conscious process that requires some

type of attention,

there is still a debate regarding the

type and amount of attention needed,

as well as the

definitions of the term.
Gass's Model of Second Language Acquisition
Gass proposed an integrated model of second-language

acquisition in 1988

(see Figure 2.3).’Although both Schmidt

and Gass agreed that attention is "...one of the factors that

determines whether something in input will be noticed or

not"

(Gass,

Svetics,

company when Gass

& Lemelin,

(1988)

2003,

p.

498),

added the construct
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they part

apperceived

INPUT

Figure 2.3.

Gass's Model of Second-Language Acquisition

Source: Gass,

S.

M.,

& Seiinker,

L.

acquisition: An introductory course
Routledge,

p.

481.
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(2008). Second language
(3rd ed.) New York:

input

before the stage of noticing;

whereas for Schmidt,

noticing is the first step of language learning.

For Gass

there is "...a priming device that prepares input for

(1997),

further analysis"

this stage,

(p.

4),

which she called apperception. At

the learner attempts to understand the observed

object by relating it to past experiences

et al.,

2003;

Gass & Seiinker,

2008).

(Gass,

Gass

(1997)

1997;

Gass

added

that there are several factors that influence the language
features to be noticed.

(and infrequency)

These factors are the frequency

of the occurrence of the language

the learner's prior knowledge,

feature,

distance,

status,

motivation,

affect

and attitude),

(social

and attention.

Another concept in Gass's model is the comprehended

input,

which is different from comprehensible input that

was proposed by Krashen.
the hearer,
speaker

First,

comprehended input is about

whereas comprehensible input is about the

(the person who controls the input,

comprehensibility).

thus the

With comprehended input,

the emphasis

is on the extent to which the hearer understands.

The

second difference between comprehensible input and
comprehended input is that the latter suggests that

comprehension has "...different levels of comprehension that
can take place"

(Gass & Seiinker,
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2008,

p.

484);

whereas

input is either comprehensible or not

for Krashen,

1997;

Gass & Seiinker,

2008;

1994).

Ellis,

(Gass,

Intake in Gass's

terms is "...the process of assimilating linguistic
material...the mental activity that mediates between input

and grammars"

(Gass & Seiinker,

2008,

p.

For Gass

486).

intake is selective processing "...where information

(1997),

where,

is matched against prior knowledge,

in general,

processing takes place...where generalizations are likely to
occur"

(p.

5).

After intake,

Gass and Seiinker

(2008)

there are two possibilities of integration:

suggested that

one is the

development of one's second-language grammar,

is storage.

and the other

One of the four possibilities for the outcome

of input that was proposed by Gass and Seiinker

hypothesis confirmation/rejection,
results in integration.

nonuse,

(2008)

is

which is useful and

The second possibility is

apparent

which is related to the fact that the information

in the input is already incorporated into a learner's

grammar;

"However,

the fact that the information is already

incorporated into a grammar does not necessarily exclude it

from being utilized"

(Gass & Seiinker,

third possibility is

storage,

in the LTM,

2008,

p.

488).

The

suggesting that input is put

possibly because some understanding has taken
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place.

The last possibility,

nonuse,

indicates that

learners do not make use of the input.

(2008)

Gass and Seiinker

claimed that this might be because the learners have

not comprehended the input at a useful level.
At the center of Gass's integrated model is the

which depends largely on L2

concept of apperceived input,

learner's selective attention. As Gass and Seiinker

(2008)

unless the L2 learner notices "...a mismatch

maintained,

between the input and his or her own organization of the
target language"

(p.

491),

a change will not likely to be

observed in his or her interlanguage. Apperceived input
plays an important role in Gass's model,

and as a whole it

successfully conceptualizes the dynamics of second-language

acquisition.

Tomlin and Villa's Views on Attention and Awareness
Although Schmidt's studies on noticing have been
widely acknowledged in the field of SLA,
agrees with his views.

In 1994,

not every scholar

Tomlin and Villa proposed

that attention involves separable yet interrelated networks

called alertness,

orientation,

for Tomlin and Villa
incoming data.

alertness,

(1994),

and detection. Alertness,

is readiness to deal with the

The authors noted that the higher the

the higher the rate of information selection for
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further processing.

The second function of attention is
described as

orientation,

which Tomlin and Villa

"[directing]

attentional resources...to some type or class of

(1994)

sensory information at the exclusion of others"

They argued,

(p.

191)

"Stimuli not receiving attentional orientation

(when other stimuli are receiving it)

are thus inhibited

such that their detection requires more than normal effort"

(p.

191).

The last function of attention is detection,

(1994)

described as the process that

chooses specific information.

The authors claimed that only

which Tomlin and Villa

detection of input is necessary and sufficient for further
processing,

and that "Neither awareness nor alertness...is

required for detection to occur"
Villa

(1994),

(p.

198).

For Tomlin and

the role of attention and awareness is

limited to setting up the circumstances for detection,

even

though they may not automatically lead to detection.

In an attempt to operationalize Tomlin and Villa's

(1994)

fine-grained analysis of attention,

Leow

(1998)

set

out a test to isolate the three functions of attention by

giving four crossword puzzles to four groups of Spanish

learners.

The target structure under investigation was the

irregular third person singular and plural forms of stem

changing

-ir

verbs in Spanish.
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In this test,

alertness was

orientation was operationalized

not isolated as a variable;

by using some irregular forms of the words,

and the effect

of detection was measured by using or omitting bolded
sentences in instructions.

The results showed that

detection is the crucial attentional process for intake.
Although the results of Leow's study empirically

supported Tomlin and Villa's

(1994)

analysis of attention,

there were some methodological problems in his study.
First,

only the definition of detection was a clear
whereas the definitions of the

operational definition,

other two were not. Also,

the existence of alertness in all

groups probably made it impossible to claim that all three

functions were isolated. Moreover,

using a sentence in bold

font in the instructions for the positive orientation group

provided some extra clues orienting the attention of the
group to a higher degree.

Based on the methodological problems of Leow's
study,

Simard and Wong

Villa's claim

(1994)

(2001)

objected to Tomlin and

that attention and awareness are not

necessary for detection.
(1998)

(1998)

The authors claimed that Leow's

efforts fell short,

due to the difficulty of

effectively isolating the three attentional functions.
Simard and Wong

(2001)

concluded that Tomlin and Villa's
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(1994)

study of attention was a milestone in attention

however,

literature in SLA;

it is a misleading conclusion

to claim that the three functions of attention are

separable. Although Tomlin and Villa's

(1994)

model

provided insight to help move attention research forward,
Simard and Wong's

(2001)

study has been critical of this

model as well as other studies that were conducted to

provide empirical support to Tomlin and Villa's model.
Noticing and Second-Language Acquisition

Due to the difficulty of operationalizing and
measuring attention and awareness,

the type and the amount

of attention needed for second-language acquisition cannot

be exactly specified.

of attention,

However,

based on the important role

a body of research has been amassed in

service of shedding light on the issue.

In order to better

analyze the literature about the issue,

it is crucial to

elucidate the following concepts that have provided major
contributions to attention studies.
Focus-on-Form.

First proposed by Long in 1991,

focus-

on-form has constituted a substantial portion of studies
regarding the role of attention in SLA and internal input

processing. A concept later developed by Doughty and
Williams

(1998),

focus-on-form primarily centers on
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attention to the target linguistic

directing learners'

forms in a meaningful context. As Ellis

(1994)

stated,

activities that require learners to communicate in the TL
while at the same time focusing their attention on specific

language features can be utilized in the focus-on-form

model.

One of the good examples of focus-on-form studies is
Doughty's

(1991)

research on the effects of both meaning-

oriented and rule-oriented instruction on the acquisition

of relative clauses.

In her research,

Doughty

(1991)

studied 20 ESL students from various language backgrounds
who were given a reading passage that contained samples of

relative clauses.
relative clause,

In each sentence that contained a
the direct object had been relativized

(made into a relative clause). After all three groups
skimmed the text,

the meaning-oriented group was provided

support with lexical and semantic rephrasing and sentence
clarification strategies; whereas the rule-oriented group

received instruction on explicit rule statements and

sentence manipulation

on the other hand,

(Doughty,

1991).

The control group,

did not receive any treatment but just

read the text again.

The results of the study showed that

both experimental groups performed better than the control
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group in regards to their ability to relativize.

However,

the meaning-oriented group demonstrated an advantage in
comprehension of the content of the text,

which emphasizes

the effectiveness of focus-on-form approach on language

instruction by integrating both fluency and accuracy in the

TL.
Input Enhancement.

Input enhancement,

proposed by Sharwood Smith

(1991),

which was

is one significant

method used in focus-on-form research.

It aims to make

language features more noticeable to the learner by making

adaptations on the text,

making words larger,

such as using a different font,

and/or bolding

(typographic),

or by

providing metalinguistic explanation to the learner.
In 1995,

Jourdenais,

Ota,

Stauffer,

Boyson,

and

Doughty conducted a study with 14 native speakers of

English enrolled in second-semester Spanish classes to
investigate whether enhancement of target forms promotes

learners'

noticing of the forms.

The results of the study
i

showed that input enhancement can be an effective means of

drawing learners'

attention to target, features of the L2.

Although some studies have reported that input enhancement

has a positive effect in promoting noticing,

other studies

|
did not find enough empirical evidence to suggest that it
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has a significant effect.

(2002)

One such study conducted by Izumi

attempted to investigate whether visual input

enhancement has a positive effect on language learning.

the results of the study showed that visual input

However,

enhancement did not have any measurable effect on learning.
Based on the body of research findings that both

emphasize and undermine support for the role of input
enhancement on increasing learners'

noticing,

the

effectiveness of input enhancement is still being argued.
Sharwood Smith

However,

(1991)

argued that such externally-

created salience might not be helpful at tapping into

learners'

internally-created salience,

and that there might

be other factors that facilitate learners'

input.

These were Sharwood Smith's reasons for abandoning

the term

term

noticing of

consciousness-raising

input enhancement.

[Sharwood Smith],

and instead adopting the

As Park

the term

(2007)

put it,

"For him

consciousness raising

suggests

that the learner's mental state is altered by the input,
whereas

input enhancement

implies that one can only

manipulate aspects of the input"

(p.

8).

Because of the

vague and inconsistent results regarding the effectiveness

of input enhancement—which is externally-generated

salience--researchers have started to direct their focus on
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internally-generated salience,

learners'

in other words,

the

natural input processing.

Input Processing.

Developed by VanPatten

(1994),

input

processing is a concept that aims to explain the initial
process by which L2 learners connect grammatical forms with

their meaning.

The underlying assumption of the input

processing model is that human beings are not capable of
attending to all features of input due to their limited

capacity to process.

learners,

Therefore,

attending to form and meaning simultaneously

becomes difficult.

VanPatten

(1994)

principles of input processing.

called

especially for beginning L2

proposed two main

The first principle is

The Primacy of Meaning Principle,

which posits that

input is processed for meaning before it is processed for
form.

The second principle of input processing according to

VanPatten

(1994)

is

The First Noun Principle.

This

principle posits the first noun or pronoun is more likely
to be processed in the input as the agent or the subject of
the sentence by L2 learners.
Among the body of research amassed to investigate

learners'

prominent.

input processing,

VanPatten's

(1990)

is

In an attempt to find out "...whether or not

learners can consciously attend to both form and meaning
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when processing input"

(p.

287),

VanPatten

202 second-language speakers of Spanish.
were first-semester,

fourth-semester,

(1990)

studied

The participants

and third-year

Spanish students who were randomly assigned to tasks under
four different conditions:

alone;

[second],

"...[first],

attention to meaning

simultaneous attention to meaning and an

important lexical item;

[third],

simultaneous attention to

meaning and a grammatical functor;

and

[fourth],

simultaneous attention to meaning and a verb form"

(p.

287) .

The participants were given two listening tasks
(recorded by a near-native speaker of Spanish),

one served as a warm-up,

of actual data collected.

and the second one as the source
Participants were given a piece

of blank paper to mark the target items
task)

each time they heard them.

listening task,

the first

(11-12 per each

Upon completion of the

participants were asked to complete a

recall task in which they were instructed to write down

whatever they recalled about the listening segment.

The results of the study showed that the content-only
task produced the highest recall scores. Also,

the results

showed that as the level of proficiency of students
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It was also noted

increased, their recall scores increased.

that simultaneous processing of content and linguistic form

was difficult for learners, but that they did improve

somewhat over time.
Internally-generated Salience. Although many scholars
have addressed the issue of internally-driven noticing as a

variable or as an incidental finding in their research,

until Park (2011) no research had been done with an attempt
to observe learners'

self-generated noticing.

In 2003,

Gass et al. emphasized the importance of taking a closer
look at learners'

self-generated noticing,

in a study where

the researchers investigated the effectiveness of learning
under focused attention and nonfocused attention. The

results of the study revealed that participants in the
focused attention group gained more learning outcomes;

whereas participants in the nonfocused group also

demonstrated noticeable learning. Therefore, Gass et al.
(2003)

interpreted the learning outcomes of the nonfocused

groups as having resulted from internally-driven (learnerdriven) attention.

Reacting to the lack of empirical research on
internally-driven attention, Park (2011)

studied native-

English and native-Japanese speaker participants under
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"some knowledge of L2" and "zero knowledge of L2"

conditions in an attempt to explore what they noticed in
the input and what affected their noticing.

The results

demonstrated that noticing is heavily reliant on internal
factors.

Although previous studies about attention noted

that internal factors might affect the level of noticing,
no study had been done to solely investigate these internal

factors.

In this sense,

Park's

(2011)

study can be

considered as a milestone in attention studies,

as it is

the first study that investigated the internal factors that
influence noticing.
Summary

Starting with Corder,
extensively,

input has been studied

with mixed results.

What SLA scholars agree on

today is that without some type of attention,
not become intake.

input does

The review of the literature on this

issue shows that the body of research that has been amassed

so far has investigated the role and the importance of

attention as a significant cognitive device in learning.
Although the initial studies focused primarily on the type
and amount of attention needed for learning to occur,
recently,

the focus of attention studies has centered on

how the noticing process works as well as the ways to make
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language features more noticeable so that more learning

will occur.

Studies on input enhancement as an externally driven
method have been milestones in the field of SLA,

leading

researchers to take a closer look at other factors that

might influence noticing.

Thus,

today there is more

emphasis on discovering internally driven methods--that is,

learners'

self-noticing without any external modification

or information about the input.

There is no doubt that

there is a need for further study on what triggers

internally-driven noticing in order for input to become
intake.

The Significance of Errors in Second-Language
Acquisition
Before the introduction of interlanguage theory to the
field of SLA,

errors or mistakes were not accepted as a

part of the learning process and were harshly discouraged
largely due to the heavy influence of behaviorist

approaches to language learning. According to behaviorist

learning theory,

including the aspects relevant to SLA,

learning was all about establishing desired habits;
represented habits to be extinguished.
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However,

errors

with the

emergence of cognitive approaches in linguistics,

as well

as the decline of behaviorist approaches, errors have been

accepted as a part of the set of learning strategies used
by learners. Thus, acknowledging the significance of errors
during the L2 acquisition process,

scholars have started to

focus their attention on the nature and analysis of errors.

History of Error Analysis in Second-Language Acquisition
Error analysis was born when L2 teachers started to
become aware of some errors that were appearing regularly

and systematically on the part of those involved in secondlanguage learning. As a result, L2 teachers modified their

teaching strategies to overcome these difficulties. Here,

it is important to distinguish linguistic errors from
mistakes. According to Brown (1994), a mistake is "...a

performance error that is either a random guess or a
'slip,'

in that it is a failure to utilize a known system

correctly"

(p. 205). However, Brown (1994) defined error as

"...noticeable deviation from the adult grammar of a native

speaker, reflecting the interlanguage competence of the
learner"

(p.

165).

In literature, the first well-developed error analysis
theory was known as the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis

(CAH) which started in the 1960s. Lado's
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Linguistics Across

Cultures

(1957)

was the landmark work on which CAH is

based. According to Lado

[the learner’s]

similar to
for him

(1957) t

[sic],

be difficult"

’’Those elements that are

native language will be simple

and those elements that are different will
(p.

2).

Based on this idea,

CAH advocates

would say that the difficulty in mastering an L2 is based

on the structural differences between the learner's LI and
the TL.

Later,

in the 1970s,

the CAH was often criticized for

being theoretically too strong. According to Abbas

(1995),

the main reason for this criticism was the emphasis of the
theory only on interference errors. As a result,

(1970)

Wardhaugh

proposed a weak version of the CAH. According to

Wardhaugh

(1970),

"CAH was also criticized on the ground

that it could not take into account relative difficulty

among L2 segments that shared the property of being
different from the LI"

(p.

124).

The main difference

between the strong and weak versions of the CAH is that
whereas Lado's strong version assumes that negative

transfer is the reason for the majority of L2 errors,

the

weak version attempts to explain the L2 errors only after

they were made rather than predicting their occurrence.
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Today,
the

this so-called weak version remains,

Cross-linguistic Influence

(CLI)

1983). As a third version of CAH,

now called

(Sharwood Smith,

Oller and Ziahosseiny

(1970)

proposed a compromising version between CAH and CLI

called

Moderate Version

hierarchy of difficulty.

of L2 English learners;

in an attempt to describe the
They studied the spelling errors

the results showed that learners

who used Roman scripts in their native language made more
spelling errors than the learners who did not use Roman

scripts in their native language.

The authors concluded

that similar phenomena in Ll and L2 are more difficult to
learn than dissimilar ones.

Although the CAH is logical in theory,

has some gaps. As a result,

Error Analysis

in practice it
(EA)

was

suggested to fill these gaps using objective statistics
(Corder,

1981).

The theory of linguistic EA started in 1967

with a pioneer study of Corder.

In his study,

Corder

(1967)

not only defined the meaning of deviations of L2 learners'

properties from their native speakers as errors,

but also

described them as evidence for the process of L2 learners'
behaviors during the L2 acquisition.

Corder

(1967)

also

made a clear distinction between a mistake and an error in
L2 acquisition. According to Corder
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(1967),

The errors of performance will characteristically be
unsystematic and the errors of competence,
systematic...It will be useful therefore hereafter to

refer to errors of performance as

mistakes,

reserving

the term error to refer to the systematic errors of
the learner from which we are able to reconstruct his

[sic]

knowledge of the language to date,

[sic]

transitional competence,

Corder

(1967)

(p.

his

166)

also described the significance of

language learner errors both for the teacher,
researcher,

e.

i.

and the learner. As he noted,

the

errors are

important for the L2 teacher so that he or she can set

goals for learners and keep track of their progress.
Second,

errors provide evidence to the researcher about the

second-language-acquisition process.

Last but not least,

errors play the most significant role for the learner's own
L2 acquisition process,

as errors are indispensable tools

that promote learning.

Corder's

(1967)

study of error analysis played a

significant role in language-teaching research,
related studies have been amassed based on EA.

Chiang

(1981)

and many
For example,

explained that analysis of the frequencies of

errors for different proficiency levels gives a clear idea
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to the teacher about the problems of the students and the

subjects on which the teacher must place more emphasis
while teaching, especially in ESL/EFL classrooms. The

results of EA can also help to develop new remedial

programs or error-clarification-based teaching materials.
In his foundational study, Corder
steps of Error Analysis as follows:

errors

(1)

(1974)

listed the

recognition of

(correspondence to the correct interpretation of

(2)

learners'

intentions and idiosyncrasies),

of errors

(explaining errors linguistically and

description

psychologically in order to help the learner to learn),

(3) explanation of errors

and

(relating the error to mother

tongue interference or confusion of rules at target
language). Later,

this model was elaborated by Ellis

(1985)

to give a practical perspective on how to identify and
analyze errors. In Ellis's model, the initial step requires

the selection of a corpus of language followed by the
identification of errors. The errors are then classified.

After providing a grammatical analysis of each error, an
explanation of different types of errors follows.

Moreover, Seiinker (1972)
six steps:

suggested a model containing

collecting data, identifying errors, classifying

errors, quantifying errors, analyzing sources of errors,
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and remediating for errors. Following the path of EA
theory,

Seiinker

(1972) coined the term interlanguage.

Seiinker (1972) used this term to define an intermediate

status between the Ll and TL of the learner (see Figure
2.4) .
In this figure, James

(1998) provides a brief summary

of the relationship between CAH, EA and CLI paradigms by

relating the comparisons between the Ll and the TL. Whereas

CAH is based on the comparisons between the learner's Ll
and the TL, EA compares the IL forms with the TL. As the
third paradigm, CLI is based on the comparisons between the

learner's Ll and the TL.

Ll/MT ------------------------------------------- ► FL/SL (TL)
Interlanguage

(IL)

MT: TL comparisons (Contrastive Analysis)
IL: TL comparisons (Error Analysis)
MT: IL comparisons (Cross-Linguistic Influence)

Figure 2.4. Points of Comparison for Successive ForeignLanguage-Learning Paradigms

Errors in language learning and.
use: Exploring error analysis. London: Longman, p. 3.

Source: James, C.

(1998) .
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Although in time EA has replaced the CAH,

researchers

still utilize the contrastive methods in particular

studies.

Whereas accepting learner language as a creative

system has enabled researchers to look into learners'
errors from a different perspective,

L2 learners'

LI can

still provide insight in explanation of certain mistakes.
Sources of Errors

In addition to the studies amassed to create a model
to analyze second-language-learning errors,

considerable

attention has been focused on finding the sources of these
errors.

One of the first significant studies regarding the*

sources of errors was by Seiinker

reported language transfer,

(1972),

in which he

transfer of training,

strategies of second-language learning,

second-language communication,

strategies of

and overgeneralization as

the five main sources of errors.

Further,

Richards

(1974)

noted that "The sources of

errors in studying a language might be derived from the
interference of the learners' mother tongue and the general
characteristics of the rule learning"

(1974)

(p.

124).

Richards

called errors that are caused by the general

characteristics of the rule learning
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intralanguage errors,

whereas those that are caused by the LI interference

interlanguage errors.
Furthermore,

Richards and Sampson

(1974)

exposed seven

sources of errors to characterize L2 learning systems.

The

first of these sources is language transfer as mentioned in
George

(1971).

It was noted that language transfer is the

reason for one third of the deviant sentences of L2

learners.

Intralingual interference,

which is the second

source studied extensively by Richards
from overgeneralization,

can stem

ignorance of rule restrictions,

incomplete application of rules,
hypothesis,

(1974),

and the false concept

which means rule-learning errors due to

incomplete comprehension where the learner builds
hypothesis about the TL with his or her limited experience.

The third source of errors is the sociolinguistic
situation;

that is motivation and setting. According to the

authors, modality and age are other sources of errors in
the target language.

Succession of approximative systems,

which is another factor,

causes errors;

as every learner

has a different manner and pace of acquiring new
phonological,

lexical,

and syntactic items.

of errors for Richards and Sampson

hierarchy of difficulty;

that is,
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(1974)

The last source

is the universal

some forms are more

and can be acquired only after a

difficult to learn,

certain level of phonological,

semantic,

or syntactic

structural knowledge.
Brown

is another researcher who investigated

(1980)

the sources of errors and grouped them into four
categories. According to Brown

(1980), most language errors

stem from interlingual transfer,
context of learning,

intralingual transfer,

and communication strategies employed

by the learner.

As for the interlingual transfer,

Brown

(1980)

noted

that Ll influence causes interlingual error especially at

As an example of

the initial stages of L2 learning.

intralingual error,

of L2 rules.
James

(1998),

however,

as elaborated by

is comprised of seven types of causes.

misanalysis,

occur together),

overlooking co

(linguistic elements that do not

hypercorrection

overgeneralization

These

incomplete rule

exploiting redundancy,

occurrence restrictions

(monitor overuse),

(system-simplification).

source of errors for Brown
learning,

cited overgeneralization

(1980)

Intralingual error,

are false analogy,

application,

Brown

(1980)

and

The third

is the context of

which refers to the setting where the language

learning takes place.

Setting includes the social situation
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of the class, as well as the materials used and the

attitude of the teacher. Brown (1980) maintained that
errors can be caused by teacher-talk or materials used,
such as textbooks. As the last type of error source,

(1980)

Brown

identified communication strategies employed by the

learner. Among these communication strategies are avoidance

with a fear to commit errors, code-switching, and
strategies stemming from personality style.
In addition to the sources of error categorized by

Brown (1980), James

(1998)

included ignorance, which can be

counted as the ultimate cause. Ignorance can be described
as lack of knowledge; which, for James

(1998)

can be the

reason for other types of errors. As an example, James

noted that if a learner lacks the knowledge of a particular
structure or a rule, he or she will tend to borrow an LI

substitute, which causes a transfer error.
Identifying sources of errors is an important step in

error classification and can provide a great deal of
insight for second-language acquisition research. As much
as errors are a natural part of a learning process, being

aware of the various sources of them can benefit both
language teachers and learners.
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James and Levels of Errors

According to James

(1998),

three criteria help one

classify errors: modality, medium,
these three criteria,

learners'

modality,

The first of

and level.

indicates "...whether the

behavior was receptive or productive"

129)

(p.

Medium refers to "...whether the language produced or

received was spoken or written"
stated,

(p.

129). As James

"Taking modality and medium together,

to specify which of the

'four skills'

operating at the time of the error:
listening or reading"

addition to this,

(p.

129).

(1998)

we are able

the learner was
writing,

speaking,

James also noted that in

one needs to specify the level of

language during which the learner erred.

James

listed these levels of errors as follows:

substance,

and discourse

(1998)

put it,

errors are considered "mechanical" errors.

substance error is misspelling,

errors,

substance

One type of

which is a production

Four kinds of misspelling errors are punctuation
typographic errors,

confusables

(James,

dyslexic errors,

and

1998). Mispronunciations, which can

also cause misspellings,
errors.

text

(see Table 2.1).

Substance Errors. As James

error.

(1998)

are another category of substance

Just like misspellings,
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mispronunciations are

production errors;

however,

unlike misspellings,

at the phonological level when speaking in L2

they occur

(James,

1998).

Table 2.1.

Classification of Errors

Misspellings
Substance Errors

Mispronunciations

Lexical Errors
Text Errors
Grammar Errors

Coherence
Pragmatic Errors

Discourse Errors

Receptive Errors

Errors in language learning and
use: Exploring error analysis. London: Longman.

Source:

James,

C.

Text Errors.
(1998)

(1998):

Contrary to its common connotation,

noted that the word "text" refers to "usage,"

including both written and spoken passages.
text error is lexical error,
misformations,

error,

James

such as misselections,

and distortions;

another type is semantic

like collocational errors.

text error is grammar error,

One type of

Still another type of

which includes morphology and
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syntactic errors. As James

(1998)

subcategories

detailed,

of syntactic errors are phrase-structure errors,
errors,

sentence errors,

and intersentence

clause

(cohesion)

errors.
Discourse Errors.

coherence,

which James

One type of discourse error is
(1998)

"...communicative function,

described as a

involving the writer's intention

and the reader's interpretation"

(p.

161).

In other words,

what makes a text coherent is its relevance,

originality,

and development.

from factors such as taboos,

clarity,

Pragmatic errors,

which stem

values and social distance,

are another type of discourse error.

Pragmatic errors are

different from text errors as they occur when the speaker

misencodes or the listener misdecodes a message.

category of discourse errors,
errors,

Under the

there are also receptive

which consist of misunderstandings and

misinterpretations.

In addition to recognizing the sources of errors,
James

(1998)

introduced the idea of levels of errors,

which

presented a different perspective to error classification.

Understanding these levels can contribute to error

identification studies as they provide a clear distinction
of different types of errors.
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Corder and Types of Errors
Studying the errors of second-language learners is a
major element in the language teaching and learning process
because it opens a window to learners'

progress. As Corder

(1981)

interlanguage

accumulated

explained,

information coming from the study of errors also plays an

important role in defining "...teaching procedures and

the pace of the progress,

materials,

practice which

[the learner]

and the amount of

plans at any moment"

(p.

35).

Conclusions drawn from error analysis can be used to
develop strategies in L2 teaching leading to the

optimization of second-language learning.

This optimization

process starts with the identification and description of

second-language errors.

Corder

(1981)

stated that the description of these

errors is an operation of a linguistic theory.

(1981)

Corder

explained this as "The more adequate the linguistic

theory the better will be the linguistic description of

errors"

(p.

36). Although today the perception and

description of errors show variations,

Corder

attempted to classify errors into four types:
omission,

errors of addition,

(1981)

errors of

errors of selection,

errors of ordering.
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and

Here,

errors of omission are the error types in which

some elements of language are omitted that should be

presented;

errors of addition are the error types in which

some elements of language are presented that should not be
used;

errors of selection are the error types where wrong

elements of language are used instead of correct ones;

and

errors of ordering is the error types where the elements of
language are correct but wrongly sequenced.

Corder

(1981)

also explained that these error types

can be applied in different linguistic levels as follows:
"...the omission,

addition, wrong selection,

be at a graphological level... [or]
semantic level"

(p.

36).

grammatical or lexico-

Corder's classification of errors

has been used in many linguistic studies,

researchers'

or ordering may

enabling

access to a useful categorization of learners'

errors.

Awareness and Error Detection
The notion that some errors are detected whereas
others are not has been has been one of the more

interesting issues of SLA.

Just as in L2 learning,

awareness is a fundamental concept in error correction
because it provides a ground for theories of error
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detection that attempt to explain both detection of one's

own and others'

errors.

Regarding the noticeability of the errors,

(1998)

James

made a distinction between overt and covert errors.

Whereas an overt error is grammatically incorrect and
unacceptable,

a covert error is "...well-formed,

[the learner's]

match

intentions"

(James,

1998,

but does not

p.

68).

The author maintained that whereas covert errors are
unnoticeable by definition,

overt errors are more

noticeable by the reader or listener largely based on his

or her language competence.

James

also noted that frequency of an error is

(1998)

an important factor that contributes to its noticeability.

In addition to the frequency of errors,

their

intelligibility can also increase errors'

James
basic,

(1998)

noticeability.

described this as "...the accessibility of the

literal meaning,

in an utterance"

(p.

the propositional content encoded

212). 'He noted that not only content,

but also foreign accent can impede intelligibility,

especially in situations when there is background noise.

addition,

as Hasan

(2000)

noted,

almost 70 percent of EFL

students that he observed reported comprehension problems

in others'

speech which included pauses and hesitations.
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In

Reviewing the literature on error-detection

capacities, James

(1998)

found out that overall, nonnative-

English speaker (NNES) teachers mark errors more severely
than do native-English speaker (NES) teachers. James

(1998)

posited that NES are more tolerant to errors that they are
more likely to commit. However, he maintained that this

tolerance does not necessarily mean that they do not
notice. For James

but overlook"

(1998),

"They [native speakers] notice,

(p. 219). The results of a recent research,

in which Ganushchak and Schiller

(2010) asked the

participants of the study to detect errors in others'

speech, revealed that participants of the study attended
more to semantics than they did to grammatical errors. The

authors based this finding on the view that whereas
semantic errors have an influence on meaning,

grammar

errors do not necessarily affect the meaning.
Error-detection-performance increase caused by

awareness can also lead to faster detection of errors, and
even pseudodetection (MacKay,

1992).

In the literature of

language awareness, metalinguistic awareness is an

important phenomenon, which is defined as "...the ability to

objectify language and dissect it as an arbitrary
linguistic code independent of meaning"
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(Roth, Speece,

Cooper,

& de la Paz,

explained,

1996,

258). As Roth,

p.

et al.

metalinguistic awareness gives the learner the

ability to analyze or manipulate the language as an object

apart from its meaning in the context.
Various types of metalinguistic awareness including
syntactic awareness, morphological awareness,

and

phonological awareness have been studied in the literature.
Among these types,

phonological awareness is an important

component employed in phonological processing system of
listening or speaking. As Gillon

(2004)

explained,

phonological awareness is the ability of an individual to

distinguish phonological or sound structures of language
apart from meaning.

Here,

phonological awareness forms a

basis for phonological knowledge,

which is used in

phonological error detection.

Closely related to the acquisition of reading skills,
syntactic and morphological awareness are the other two

types of awareness that Xhafaj

and Mota

(2011)

discussed.

Whereas morphological awareness is awareness of structures

of morphemes of a word,

syntactic awareness involves

understanding and awareness of structures at the sentence
level.

Without a doubt,

employment of these types of

awareness contributes to one's error detection capacity.
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Perceptual Loop Theory

(PLT)

of Error Detection. A

speaker can control both external and internal speech using

speech monitor

an inner comprehension system called the

(Sieve & Ferreira,
Levelt's

(1989)

2006).

This idea was proposed in

Perceptual Loop Theory

(PLT)

that claims

that a comprehension system processes speakers'

prearticulatory output.

In PLT,

an internal loop enables

perception of the speaker's inner speech by "...directly

linking phonetic production units to the phonetic

perception units"

(MacKay,

1992,

p.

200).

Also,

an external

loop enables perception of the overt speech,

a loop that

also ends up at the phonetic perception unit

(MacKay,

1992).
Further studies on the PLT generated several

predictions about the detection of different error types.

One of the predictions was that self-produced phonological
errors should be detected faster than self-produced lexical

errors

(MacKay,

1992).

behind this thusly:

The author explained the reason

The time required for word error to

reach perceptual detectors is longer than the time for

phonological error. Also,

MacKay

(1992)

predicted that the

detection of overt speech errors should be easier than
detection of the mental errors in the internal speech
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This could be associated with the number of loops

process.

monitoring speech in the detection process.

(1992)

explained,

As MacKay

overt speech is monitored by both the

internal and external loops,

whereas mental errors are

monitored only by internal loops.

Although PLT enabled researchers to explain many
impressive features of language production,

limitations. As MacKay

(1992)

explained,

it also has its

"...PLT fails to

capture the special relation between errors and awareness"
(p.

203).

Another important criticism of PLT is that PLT

does not enable one to generate testable predictions
(Sieve & Ferreira,

easily.

Node Structure Theory
PLT,

2006)
(NST)

of Error Detection.

Like

NST "...attempts to explain error detection without

introducing additional or special mechanisms beyond those

for awareness itself"

words,

(MacKay,

1992,

p.

205).

In other

those mechanisms that promote awareness also enable

error detection to take place.

In NST,

awareness is

referred as "prolonged activation of one or more nodes"

(MacKay,

1992,

p.

206). Nodes that form new connections by

interacting with other nodes contribute to awareness.
According to NST,

there are three necessary conditions

that generate the awareness/connection formation process.
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These are novelty,
priming.

MacKay

pertinence,

(1992)

and strong convergent

stated that "...errors virtually

always satisfy the first two conditions

(novelty and

pertinence)

(strong convergent

priming)

and often satisfy the third

in such a way as to enable extremely rapid error

detection"

(p.

206).

Novelty is the first condition necessary for the

awareness/connection formation.

It is noted that the

novelty condition is the condition that enables one to

become conscious of what is new,
connections.

MacKay

(1992)

satisfy this condition,

and to form new

pointed out that in order to

"...two or more nodes that have never

been activated in simultaneous combination before must be
activated simultaneously or in temporal overlap"

(p.

206).

The second necessary condition for 'awareness/connection

formation is pertinence. According to MacKay
satisfy the pertinence condition,

(1992)

"To

the novel combination of

simultaneously activated nodes must occur in familiar,
sequentially related categories"

(p.

206).

Lastly,

convergent priming condition causes awareness

activation)

strong

(prolonged

to occur "...when the new or uncommitted node

receives strong priming that converges from the novel
combination of simultaneously activated nodes in pertinent
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(familiar and sequentially related)

p.

1992,

categories"

(MacKay,

207).

According to NST,

errors meet the novelty as well as

the pertinence conditions.

for awareness,

However,

errors

must also meet the strong convergent-priming condition.

NST

assumes that there will be less error detection if there is

a greater distance between nodes.

In other words,

bigger the number of connections,

the less likely the error

detection will be. As an example for this,

MacKay

the

(1992)

gave "...errors involving transpositions of similar

phonological components"

★cpamped srace
cramped space
in English,

(p.

209).

When a learner says

(* denotes linguistic error)
using the cluster /cp/,

instead of

which does not exist

instead of the cluster /cr/ no connections are

made between the correct and the erroneous state of the

word.

Thus,

detection.

the distance is low
Similarly,

saying

(0),

*srace

which leads to high

instead of space leads

to rapid detection because the initial fricative /s/ and
initial liquid /r/ do not co-occur in English.

Although NST predicts that in general,

phonological

errors are detected more readily than lexical errors,

it is

posited that there are differences between detecting one's

own

(self-produced)

errors and others'
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(other-produced)

errors. According to NST,

in other-produced errors it is

easier to detect lexical substitution errors than
phonological ones.

However,

the opposite occurs when

looking into self-produced speech.

Both PLT and NST attempt to explain the relationship
between errors and awareness. Although both theories have

their limitations,

they play an important role in shedding

light on an issue that has not been investigated in depth.

In second-language learning and use,

error awareness is

equally important as awareness of language forms is
general. As discussed above,

mechanisms that promote

awareness also enable error detection;

one can say whether

a listener or a reader has been attending to form based on
the extent to which he or she has been able to detect

errors.

However,

James

(1998)

emphasized,

an individual's

capacity to detect errors depends on the frequency as well

as the intelligibility of the error.

Summary
With the introduction of the interlanguage theory to
the field of SLA,

explanations of learners'

evolved. Whereas the earliest approaches,

errors have

which were

basically influenced by behaviorist psychology,
to relate L2 learners'

errors solely to their Ll
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attempted

background,

more recent approaches acknowledge that errors

are a part of the learning process and can tell more about

learners'

progress in the TL.

Thus,

starting with Seiinker,

several scholars have attempted to discover the underlying
reasons of L2 errors as well as the categorization of these
errors.
Error awareness,

study,

which is a slightly newer area of

aims to explain the relationship between error and

learners'

awareness. EA emphasized that being aware of

erroneous forms of language is as important as being aware

of standard forms.

With this motive,

researchers have

started to take a closer look at error detection,

which

attempts to explain underlying factors that enhance

detection in different aspects of language by both NES and

NNES.

As emphasized,

fossilization is an inevitable

phenomenon for most adult L2 learners;
and internal factors,
cessation of learning.

for various external

they experience this stage of
Research has shown that awareness

and attention are not only essential for language learning
to take place but also to progress in the target language.
Case studies that have been amassed regarding the issue

have provided evidence that learners who attend to language
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forms postpone L2 fossilization and display native-like
competence in contrast to those who fail to attend to TL

forms.

These learners'

language proficiencies were far from

native-like.
Awareness of language forms,
errors and other-produced errors,

both of self-produced

thus plays an important

role in the process of preventing fossilization.

Whereas

one's awareness of self-produced errors facilitates

noticing of the gap between the IL and the TL,

awareness of

other-produced errors shows a good sign of his or her level
of overall attention to TL forms.

To sum up,
learning,

result,

attention and awareness entails more

and that postpones language fossilization.

As a

those who have been successful at staving off their

fossilization are more likely to achieve native-like

competence in the TL.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Theoretical Framework
The aim of this study is to tie together the major
concepts that were elaborated in the previous chapter,

in

an attempt to provide a theoretical framework that explains
the role of detecting errors in second-language

fossilization.

Figure 3.1 displays the relationship between

the concepts discussed in the previous chapter.

According to the model above,
interlanguage,

fossilization,

error detection are related.

own errors,

one can clearly see how

attention and awareness,

As James

(1998)

as well as those of others,

stimulators that entail awareness,

posited,

and
one's

function as

which is an

indispensable component of L2 learning and use.

Learners

who are aware of language forms in the TL are more likely
to improve their target language proficiency as they notice
the gap between their own L2 production and the TL.

This

progression of interlanguage is an impediment to the

occurrence of fossilization,

which most adult L2 learners

face.
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Interlanguage
Fossilization
Attention and Awareness

Error Detection

(self-produced and
other-produced
errors)

Figure 3.1. The Relationship between Interlanguage,
Fossilization, Attention and Awareness, and Error
Detection

A Model of Error Detection in Its Theoretical Context
As can be seen,

there is a very close link between the

development of one's interlanguage and his or her ability

to detect errors in the TL.

The following model attempts to

provide a theoretical framework for the present study

elaborating the relationship between the aforementioned

concepts

(see Figure 3.2.).
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Seiinker: L2 continuum involves errors that are a product of creativity

Interlanguage

The term interlanguage,
learner's language,

which is also called the

is "...a separate linguistic system based

on...observable output which results from a learner's

attempted production of a TL norm"
Therefore,

214).

(Seiinker,

1972,

p.

interlanguage is dynamic by its nature,

as

the learner adds new rules to his or her existing pool of

rules,

and produces utterances based on these new rules in

the TL.

However,

proficiency,

like,

depending on his or her level of

the utterances produced are not always target-

but they rather contain errors.

Thus,

the study of

errors within the interlanguage continuum is important as

it provides insight about the learner's L2.
Corder and Error Analysis.

Earlier theories such as

the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis

(CAH)

explain errors by comparing learners'

attempted to

LI and the TL,

viewing the LI as the major source of learners'
However,

in 1967,

errors.

Corder proposed Error Analysis

provided an alternative explanation of learners'

(EA)

which

errors.

Unlike the CAH that attributes L2 errors solely to the

influence of learners'

LI,

EA acknowledges two types of

errors that L2 speakers make.

errors,

These are interlingual

which are attributed to learners'
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LI,

and

intralingual errors,
reflect learners'

which are "in learner language that

transitional competence and which are the

result of...learning processes"

Compared to CAH,

(Ellis,

p.

710).

EA has been able to provide a wider

range of explanation of L2 learners'

learners'

1994,

errors by examining

deviation from correct TL forms,

rather than

explaining errors as the consequence of confusion due to LI
structures.

Seiinker and Interlanguage Theory. As mentioned above,
interlanguage is the learners'

dynamic system that is under

constant change and revision based on new rules added by L2

learners to their existing pool of rules of the TL.
Therefore,

L2 learners'

of interlanguage,

errors make up a significant part

which Seiinker

(1972)

viewed as a hybrid

system between the Ll and the TL. As L2 learners try to

approximate TL structures they make errors that are a

product of creativity.

Therefore,

for Seiinker

(1972),

interlanguage errors do not necessarily stem from the
influence of Ll but from L2 learners'

"best guesses" of the

structures in the TL.

Fossilization
Fossilization has been viewed as an inevitable
phenomenon in adult L2 learning process,
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and since it was

first introduced in 1972,

it has been one of the central

concepts of the field of SLA. As Seiinker and Lamendella

(1978)

put it,

which can be caused from

fossilization,

various reasons,

can be described as "cessation of

learning." In literature,

precursor of fossilization

stabilization is viewed as the
(Seiinker & Lakshmanan,

1992),

and the only difference between stabilization and
fossilization is the permanence of fossilization

Vroman,

1990).

(Bley-

Although fossilization is an undesirable

aspect of L2 learning process,

it is not impossible to

prevent its occurrence.
Seiinker's Views.

The phenomenon of fossilization,

which is also described as the inability to achieve native

like competence,

can be observed through the errors L2

learners make in the TL. As Seiinker

(1972)

observed,

errors in the TL can stem from various causes,
language transfer,

training,

overgeneralization,

communication strategies,

strategies.

Therefore,

such as

transfer of

and one's learning

the phenomenon of fossilization also

refers to continuity of errors where the L2 learner no
longer learns.

This stage of "not learning" means that the

learner has come to a point where he or she is failing to
replace erroneous language forms with the target-like ones.
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Thus,

L2 errors have an important role in evaluating both

one's interlanguage level and fossilization process.

Han and Taxonomy of Causes of Fossilization. As
mentioned earlier,

for four decades scholars have been

studying fossilization and its causes from different

perspectives.

Han's

(2004a)

contribution to the SLA field

is central as she provided a taxonomy of putative factors

she divided those

of fossilization.

In her taxonomy,

factors into two,

internal and external. Whereas external

causes include environmental factors,

made up of cognitive,

neurobiological,

internal causes are

and socio-affective

factors.

Fossilization may be a result of any one of these

factors,

or can be observed as a consequence of combination

of various factors.

Recognizing the causes of one's

interlanguage fossilization can help in the process of
defossilization.
Schmidt and Lack of Attention as a Cause of
Fossilization. As stated by Schmidt

children acquire language,

(1983),

unlike the way

adults need to direct their

attention to the linguistic features of the TL,

because as

people get older they lose the ability to acquire a

language without paying attention to its grammatical forms.
In 2010,

Schmidt concluded,

based on his earlier research
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in which he studied a native speaker of Japanese who had
been in the U.S.

but was not able to reach native-like

competence in English,

that the subject's lack of attention

to language forms led to fossilization in the TL.

(1983,

2010)

Schmidt

emphasized that lack of attention is a

precursor of fossilization,

in addition to the important

role of attention as a facilitator of L2 learning.
Attention and Awareness

The role of attention and awareness is indispensable
in second-language acquisition and use.

Not only it is

crucial to initiate the learning process by converting

input into intake,

but attention and awareness also play a

significant role in the interlanguage progress

1990,

1983,

1993). Awareness and attention play a more

important role in adult L2 learners,

earlier,

because as mentioned

compared to children who have full access to UG,

adults have a more limited access to it

1990).

(Schmidt;

Therefore,

(Bley-Vroman,

special attention to TL forms is crucial

for adult L2 learners in order for them to successfully
produce the TL forms.

Schmidt and the Noticing Hypothesis.

In 1986,

Schmidt

and Frota suggested that in order for input to become

intake some type of attention is needed.
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Based on his own

diaries where he noted the language forms to which he

attended as he was learning Portuguese,

Schmidt observed

that almost all the language structures he produced were
the ones to which he had consciously attended.

Schmidt and Frota

(1986)

Therefore,

suggested that L2 acquisition is a

conscious process and learners need to notice the input in

In the noticing

order for learning to take place.
hypothesis,

errors play an important role,

as they enable

the learner to notice the gap between his or her speech and

the TL.
Gass and Apperceived Input.

apperceived

(noticed)

acquisition,

For Gass

(1988),

whereas

input is the first step in L2

not all input that is noticed by the learner

becomes intake. According to Gass

noticing stage,

(1988),

following the

the learner should comprehend the input.

She also suggested that even comprehended input may not
lead to intake.

Despite the fact that Gass and Seiinker

agree on the necessity of noticing in SLA,

Gass's

(1988)

model provides a more detailed version of the relationship

between input and intake.

For Gass

(1997),

such factors as

the learner's L2 knowledge and saliency of TL features play

an important role in input's being noticed and

comprehended.
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Tomlin & Villa arid Fine-grained Analysis of Attention.

In 1994,

Tomlin and Villa proposed that attention consists

of three components:

alertness,

orientation,

and detection.

The authors argued that these components are separable,
interrelated.

For Tomlin and Villa

(1994)

is crucial to convert input into intake,

awareness are not required for detection.

yet

detection is what

and alertness and

the

Therefore,

authors concluded that the role of attention and alertness
is only to set up the necessary circumstances for detection
to occur.
Error Detection

As James

(1998)

noted,

we become aware of it.

as we detect a language error,

Therefore,

error detection has an

important role in occurrence of language awareness.

Just as

errors can depend on various external and internal factors,
there are many variables that influence learners'
to detect errors.

First of all,

James

(1998)

ability

noted that

detecting errors in spoken language is more difficult than
detecting errors in writing.

The author also emphasized

that "spotting one's own errors is more difficult than
spotting other people's errors"

(p.

91).

In addition,

intelligibility and frequency of the error play an

important role in increasing its noticeability.
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the

Influence of LI Background.

The recent emphasis on

attention and noticing research is seldom by means of input
as scholars have turned their

enhancement studies,

attention to internally-driven factors. As Park
learners'

noted,

(2011)

LI constitutes the biggest and most

influential factor in their noticing. Although looking into

learners'

LI,

new concept,

as is done in contrastive analysis,
Park's

(2011)

is not a

study revealed that learners'

level of noticing TL forms is also based on their LI.
According to Park

(2011),

similarities between learners'

LI

and the L2 generate more noticing and a deeper level of
understanding of the TL forms.

Types of Errors.

Regarding the detection of different

aspects of language errors,

Ganushchak and Shiller

(2010)

concluded that semantic errors are more frequently detected

than grammatical errors.
(NST)

In addition,

Node Structure Theory

emphasizes that phonological errors are more likely

to be detected as opposed to syntactic ones.
predicts that in other-produced errors,

NLT,

however,

detecting lexical

errors is faster than detecting phonological errors.

In this study,
identified,

speaker

three categories of errors have been

and the extent to which the native-English

(NES)

and nonnative English speaker
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(NNES)

participants can detect those errors has been investigated.

The common error types were as follows: morphological,
phonological,

and syntactic. Examples of each of these are

detailed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1.
Detected

Classification of Error Types Expected to be
Types of Errors Expected to be Detected

•Addition of auxiliary ~ing
•Addition of plural -s ending
•Addition of wrong suffix as in *assistency v.
assistance
•Noncount word made plural
Morphological
•Omission of plural -s ending
•Omission of past -ed ending
Errors
•Omission of suffix as in *metacognit v.
metacognitive
•Addition of vowel /i/ as in *hugee v. huge
• Elision of a voiced final stop as in /g/
*learnink v. learning
•Elision of /k/ voiceless stop as in *assent v.
accent
• Insertion of schwa
• Insertion of vowel /i/ as in *undersitand v.
understand
• Omission of a final plosive as in *difficul v.
difficult
• Prolongation of consonant as in *memmorize v.
memorize
Phonological
• Substitution of /3/ for /dj/ as in *colle3e v.
college
Errors
• Substitution of /d3/ for
as in *vid3ual v.
visual
• Substitution of liquid /d3/ for /z/ as in
•*ud3ing v. using
• Substitution of /b/ for /p/ as in *esbecially
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v. especially
• Substitution of liquid /r/ for /l/ as in
*vocaburary v. vocabulary
• Substitution of /l/ for /r/ as in *leal v. real
• Substitution of /s/ for /©/ as in *sink v.
think
• Substitution of /ks/ for /sk/ as in *axe v. ask
• Substitution of /f/ for /v/ as in *haf v. have
•Voicing the final fricative as in *planz v.
plans

Syntactic

Errors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insertion of definite article
Omission of auxiliary "be"
Omission of definite article
Omission of indefinite article
Omission of preposition
Omission of verb
Wrong preposition
Wrong subject
Wrong tense
Wrong word

Particular Errors.

NNES teachers',

errors,

Reviewing the literature on NES and

as well as nonteachers'

Hyland and Anan

(2006)

perception of L2

concluded that teachers'

evaluation of errors can depend on their grammatical

knowledge and their Ll backgrounds.

Therefore,

the scope of

most- and least-detected errors largely depends on raters'

Ll backgrounds in addition to their grammatical knowledge
in the TL.

(2006)

For example,

in their study,

Hyland and Anan

found that NNES teachers and NES teachers evaluated
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L2 learners'

errors from different perspectives,

which

substantiates the aforementioned statement.

False Detection. Although there is not much research

on false detection

(that is,

detecting errors in output

that does not contain errors),
scope of this study.

it is also included in the

It is anticipated that the findings of

this study will provide insight both for the present study
and for future studies about error detection.

Procedure

Research Hypotheses and Questions

The central focus of this study is to investigate
native-English-and normative-English-speaking students'

ability to detect errors in nonnative-English-speakers'

oral output.
Hl.

The following are the research hypotheses.

The first hypothesis of this research is that each

speaker will more frequently detect errors that occur in
the speech of students from other language backgrounds

(other-produced errors in different languages)—in effect,

that they will underreport the errors made by those in

their own language group.
H2.

As a consequence of underreporting their own

language-group errors,

L2 learners will have the lowest
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rate of reporting their own language errors

(self-produced

errors).
If these hypotheses are substantiated,

those students

must be given particular "noticing" training for the
errors that they can anticipate as they teach

learners'

English in their own countries.

Thus,

as future English

the participants of this study can help to

teachers,

prevent their own language fossilization as well as their
by activating their attention to language errors.

learners'
Ql,

What types of errors will be noticed by what

groups of participants?

Q2.

What type of false noticing will occur on the part

of participants?
Participants
Demographics.

Participants of the study consisted of a

total of 40 native and nonnative-English-speaking students
who are enrolled in the Master of Arts in Education program

in a Southern California university. All students who are
enrolled in a specific course were asked to participate in

the study.

To prevent any bias in the task,

was given point consequences in grading,

participation

although students

who did not .wish to participate could submit an alternative
gradable assignment.

Out of 40 participants
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(36 female,

4

male),

11 were native English speakers,

six were Spanish-

English bilingual, and 23 were nonnative English speakers.
Among the nonnative English speakers, two were native

speakers of European languages, eight were native-Mandarin,

eight were native-Korean,

and five were native-Arabic

speakers. All nonnative English speakers were exposed to

English instruction before they had started the program;

that is, they had learned English by means of classroom
instruction. The average length of residence of the
nonnative English speakers' in the United States was
eighteen months. The age range was 22-50.

Approval. Three of the 40 participants who did not

approve their excerpts to be used in research on the

consent form were excluded from their errors being used as
exemplars on the main task. Although their excerpts were

not included in the listening segment, they participated as
listeners and were given the main task to perform.
addition,

In

in order to protect all participants' privacy, no

names are included in the study. The study focuses on the

performance of specific LI groups rather than personal
performances in the task.

There are long-term benefits to the research of
individuals learning to detect errors in their own as well
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as in others'

speech.

This is a skill that participants of

this study should acquire not only for their own language

improvement,

but also to assist their learners as they

start teaching English.

Methodology
In the first part of the study,

students were assigned

a partner with whom they conducted an average of 20-minute

oral interview about their second-language-learning habits
and experiences.

The interview was based on a survey that

was prepared for a former research project based on a model
provided by Zhao-Hong Han in her book

Adult Second Language Acquisition

Fossilization and

(2004).

Each interview

was either videotaped or recorded.
From the recorded interviews,

excerpts were collected

and put together into one listening file by the researcher.
Participants were instructed to listen to each excerpt only

once and write down the errors they heard.

The participants

were seated in such a way that they could not see each
other's answers.
Instruments

Samples from participants'
by the researcher.

interviews were collected

In groups of eight,

students listened to

a set of 75 excerpts recorded from the speech of native
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speakers of three different languages,
bilinguals,

Spanish-English

and native-English speakers.

Each sample

featured one or more errors that were phonological,
morphological,

or syntactic in nature.

between 6 to 15 seconds long.
second gap was given.

Each sample was

Between every sample a 12-

The efficiency of this time gap was

tested on three different individuals in order to make sure

that it was not too long or too short.
listen to every sample only once,

Participants were to

and they were instructed

to write any errors they heard in each sample.

It was also

explained that the excerpts could include one,

two,

mistakes.

or no

However, participants were not given any

suggestion as to what kind of errors to look for,
not to influence their judgment.

in order

The participants were also

instructed to provide as much information as possible about
the error they reported.

participants'

anxiety,

In order to lower the

they were told that the task was not

a test and they would not be graded based on their answers.

The participants knew;

however,

that their participation in

the task was awarded with points toward their final grade.

As stated earlier,

the intent of this study is to

provide the participants of the study with long-term
benefits.

Participants,

who are currently master of
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education students,

will grasp the importance of detecting

their own and others'

errors in speech.

NNESs improve their own TL proficiency,

This not only helps
but also serves as

a guide to all participants of the study to be able to

assist their learners'

language development.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The Process of Analysis

Out of 40 participants' noticing sheets, one nativeKorean's and one Spanish-English bilingual's were

discarded, as the contribution was minimal, unintelligible,

and did not provide any insight to the data analysis. The
remaining 38 participants' sheets were analyzed four times
by the researcher and the results were triangulated by two

other professors in order to make sure that the analysis
was valid.

For each language group,

charts were prepared,

on which participants' answers were scored thusly: correct
noticing of errors = 1 point, correct noticing of non

errors = 0 points,

false noticing (noticing errors in

excerpts which did not contain any) = -1 point. Based on

the results, arithmetic averages were taken to find the

percentages of the noticed errors.

Error Detection Percentages

Overall Error Detection Percentages

Eleven of the participants were native-English
speakers

(NESs)

and the average detection rate of the group
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was 36.2 percent. Whereas the minimum number of detected
items was 13,

with the rate of 20.9 percent,

the maximum

number of noticed errors by a native speaker was 33,

with

the rate of 53.2 percent.

It is important to note that of the 11 NESs;

detected less than 30 percent of all the errors,
detected more than 50 percent
remaining six NESs'

(see Figure 4.1) .

three

and two
The

detection percentages were between 30

percent and 50 percent.

Six Spanish-English bilinguals

(SEBs)

percent of detection of all the errors.

participants'
30 percent,

displayed 27.1

Four of the six SEB

detection rates were between 20 percent and

whereas the remaining two detected between 30

percent and 40 percent of the errors.
It was observed that the remaining nonnative-English

speakers'

(NNESs)

detection results showed similarities.

Native-Arabic speakers detected 18.3 percent of all errors.

Whereas one of the five native-Arabic speakers detected

below 10 percent,
20 percent.
speakers'

two of their detection rates were above

On the other hand,

detection charts showed that they detected 16.3

percent of all errors.
speakers'

eight native-Korean

Three of the eight native-Korean

detections were below 10 percent and another
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Percentages(%)

Speakers

Figure 4.1.
Background

Bilinguals

Speakers

Speakers

Speakers

General Detection Percentages by Each Language

three were above 20 percent. Lastly,

native-Mandarin

speakers also detected 16.3 percent of all errors. Whereas,

two of the eight native-Mandarin speakers'
were above 2-0 percent,

detection rates

the remaining six detected between

10 percent and 20 percent of the errors.

The extent to which NNESs detected other-produced
errors within the same language background was also

investigated

(see Figure 4.2).

The results showed that
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Percentages (%)
17

-t--------------------------

Native-Arabic Speakers

Native-Korean Speakers

Native-Mandarin Speakers

Figure 4.2. Nonnative English Speakers' Detection of Otherproduced Errors within the Same First Language Group

native-Arabic speakers detected errors of other nativeArabic speakers at the level of 15.2 percent,

native-Korean

speakers detected errors of other native-Korean speakers by
15.5 percent,

and native-Mandarin speakers detected errors

of other native-Mandarin speakers by 14.4 percent.

It is

worth noting that participants from all three language
backgrounds detected fewer errors of others from their own

language background when compared to their general
detection percentages.

Based on this information,

it can be

said that L2 speakers are less critical of the oral output
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of those who come from the same language background as
their own.

Figure 4.3 is a summary of L2 learners'
percentages of their own language errors.

detection

When compared to

general detection and detection within the same language
statistics,

it is observed that participants'

detection

rate decreases when it comes to detecting their own

language errors. According to the chart,

native-Korean

speakers and native-Mandarin speakers are more aware of
their own errors than are native-Arabic speakers.

Figure 4.3. Nonnative English Speakers'
produced Errors
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Detection of Self

Error Detection Based on Language Aspect
Among the total number of errors

syntactic errors,
phonological.

(62),

15 were morphological,

24 were

and 23 were

Figure 4.4 is a summary of results that shows

that NESs detected 50 percent of the morphological errors,
37.2 percent of syntactic errors,
phonological errors.

morphological,

and 29.6 percent of the

SEBs detected 40 percent of the

24.6 percent of the syntactic,

and 28.2

percent of the phonological errors. Among the NNESs,

native-Arabic speakers detected 21.3 percent of the

morphological,

10 percent of the syntactic,

percent of the phonological errors.

Native-Korean speakers

detected 22.5 percent of the morphological,
the syntactic,

Lastly,

and 25.2

11.4 percent of

and 17.3 percent of the phonological errors.

native-Mandarin speakers detected 26.6 percent of

the morphological,

12.6 percent of the syntactic,

and 14.3

percent of the phonological errors.

The results show that almost all speakers attended to
morphological errors more than they did to phonological and
syntactic errors.
exception of NESs'

It was also observed that with an

results,

phonological errors were

detected more than syntactic errors.
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Percentages(%)
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^Morphology

NativeEnglish
Speakers

Figure 4.4.
Aspect

SpanishEnglish
Bilinguals

NativeArabic
Speakers

NativeKorean
Speakers

NativeMandarin
Speakers

Error Detection Percentages Based on Language

Below are the tables that illustrate the most-and

least-detected items in the listening task.

Table 4.1

explains that three of the five most-detected items were

morphological items,

whereas two of them were phonological

errors. Among the most-detected items,
syntactic errors.
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there were no

Table 4.1. Most-Detected Errors
Percentage

Error
Omission of plural -s ending

58

Addition of plural -s ending (noncount
word made plural)

58

Addition of wrong suffix

58

Substitution of /s/ for /0/

52.6

Substitution of /3/ for /d3/

52.6

In addition,

among the least-detected items,

of them were syntactic errors

Table 4.2.

all five

(see Table 4.2).

Least-Detected Errors
Percentage

Error
Wrong tense

3.1

Wrong word

6.2

Omission of verb

6.2

Addition of definite article

9.3

Wrong subject

9.3
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The most-and least-detected items of different
nationalities were also studied.

Table 4.3 shows the

results of the most-detected items of NESs. According to
the list,

there are two morphological,

two phonological,

and one syntactic error.

Table 4.3.

Most-Detected Errors by Native-English Speakers

Percentage

Error
Addition of plural -s ending
word made plural)

(noncount

90.9

Omission of plural -s ending

81.8

Substitution of /3/ for /d3/

81.8

Wrong word

81.8

Omission of third person singular -s
ending

81.8

In addition,

Table 4.4 shows the results of the least-

detected items of NESs.

Two phonological and three

syntactic items are in the least-detected list. Among the

least-detected items,

no morphological errors are observed.
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Table 4.4.

Least-Detected Errors by Native-English Speakers
Percentage

Error

Addition of vowel /i/

9

Wrong tense

9

Insertion of schwa

9

Substitution of /s/ for /0/

9

Omission of auxiliary "be"

9

Similarly,

most-and least-detected items by SEBs were

also studied. According to the lists,

three morphological

and two phonological errors are in the most-detected items

list

(see Table 4.5). Among the most detected items,

no

syntactic errors are observed.
Moreover,

there are three phonological,

one syntactic,

and one morphological error in the least-detected items by
SEBs

(see Table 4.6).
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Table 4.5. Most-Detected Errors by Spanish-English
Bilinguals
Percentage

Error

Addition of plural -s ending
word made plural)

(noncount

100

Omission of third person singular -s
ending

83.3

Substitution of /s/ for /©/

83.3

Addition of wrong suffix

83.3

Omission of preposition

83.3

Table 4.6. Least-Detected Errors by Spanish-English
Bilinguals
Percentage

Error
Wrong tense

16.7

Wrong preposition

16.7

Prolongation of consonant

16.7

Omission of third person singular -s
ending

16.7

Addition of vowel /i/

16.7
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Table 4.7 shows the results for the most-detected
errors by native-Arabic speakers.

According to the list,

native-Arabic speakers detected two morphological and three
phonological items best.

Table 4,7.

Most-Detected Errors by Native-Arabic Speakers

Percentage

Error

100 percent

Substitution of /s/ for /©/

Omission of auxiliary "be"

80 percent

Omission of plural -s ending

60 percent

Addition of vowel /i/

60 percent

Substitution of /d3/ for /3/

60 percent

The list for the most-detected errors by nativeMandarin speakers is given in Table 4.8. According to this

table,

native-Mandarin speakers detected two morphological,

two phonological,

and one syntactic error best.
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Table 4.8. Most-Detected Errors by Native-Mandarin Speakers

Percentage

Error

Omission of plural -s ending

100

Wrong tense

62.5

Addition of wrong suffix

50

Addition of plural -s ending (noncount
word made plural)

50

Prolongation of consonant

50

Similarly, most-detected errors by native-Korean

speakers are listed in Table 4.9.

The table includes two

syntactic,

two morphological,

Table 4.9.

Most-Detected Errors by Native-Korean Speakers

and one phonological error.

Percentage

Error

Omission of preposition

62.5

Substitution of /s/ for /©/

62.5

50

Omission of verb
Substitution of /3/ for /d3/

37.5

Omission of third person singular -s
ending

37.5
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When detection performance of errors of native-Arabic
speakers is considered,

37.1 percent

NESs had the best detection rate of

(see Figure 4.5).

This was followed by SEBs

with a detection rate of 28 percent.

Among the NNESs,

native-Mandarin speakers detected the errors of nativeArabic speakers with a rate of 19.5 percent.

This was

followed by native-Korean speakers with a rate of 16.5
percent.

It is important to note that native-Arabic

speakers detected their own errors with the lowest rate of

15.2 percent.

Speakars

Bilinguals

Speakers

Speakers

Speakers

Figure 4.5. Error Detection Percentages Based on Errors of
Native-Arabic Speakers
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When detection performance of errors of native-

Mandarin speakers is considered,
error-detection rate

NESs had a 32.3 percent

(see Figure 4.6).

It is interesting

that the error-detection rates of SEBs and native-Arabic

speakers are very close,

respectively.

with 27.1 percent and 27.5 percent

This is followed by the native-Korean

speakers with 18.7 percent detection rate. Native-Mandarin
speakers had the lowest error-detection performance for

detecting their own errors,

Speakers

Bilinguals

with a rate of 14.4 percent.

Speakers

Speakers

Speakers

Figure 4.6. Error-Detection Percentages Based on Errors of
Native-Mandarin Speakers
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In detecting th£ errors of the native-Korean speakers
(see Figure 4.7),

similar to the previous two cases,

detection rate was the highest with 39.5 percent.
case,

SEBs'

In this

error-detection performance was 26 percent.
the results were quite similar,

the NNESs,

NESs'

For

with error

detection performances of 16 percent for native-Arabic

speakers,

15.8 percent for native-Mandarin speakers,

and

15.5 percent for native-Korean speakers. Among the three
NNESs,

native-Korean speakers had the lowest performance of

detecting native-Korean speakers'

errors.

Percentages(%)
45 i

NativeEnglish
Speakers

SpanishEnglish
Bilinguals

NativeArabic
Speakers

NativeKorean
Speakers

NativeMandarin
Speakers

Figure 4.7. Error-Detection Percentages Based on Errors of
Native-Korean Speakers
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detection performances of

In another analysis,

morphological, phonological,
native-Arabic,

native-Korean,

and syntactic errors of
and native-Mandarin speakers

were studied individually.

The error-detection performances for the morphological

errors of native-Arabic,

speakers were studied

native-Korean,

(see Figure 4.8).

and native-Mandarin

NESs detected the

morphological errors of native-Arabic speakers with 63.3
percent success,

whereas SEBs detected the same error type

at a rate of 50 percent. Among the NNESs performances,
native-Arabic,

native-Mandarin,

detection rates were 36 percent,

percent,

respectively.

and native-Korean speakers

37.5 percent,

and 40

Furthermore, morphological errors of

native-Mandarin speakers were detected at a 50.9 percent
rate by NESs.

For this error type,

performance of 30 percent,

SEBs had a detection

whereas NNESs had similar

performances in the range of 15 percent and 20 percent.
Among the NNESs,

native-Arabic speakers detected the errors

with 20 percent success,

native-Mandarin speakers detected

with 15 percent success,

and native-Korean speakers

detected with a rate of 17.5 percent.

The same study was

performed for the morphological error-detection of nativeKorean speakers.

The results show that NESs detected 61.3
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Speakers

Bilinguals

Speakers

Speakers

Speakers

Figure 4.8. Error Detection Percentages Based on
Morphological Errors of Native-Arabic, Native-Mandarin, and
Native-Korean Speakers

percent of the errors, whereas SEBs detected 50 percent.
Native-Mandarin speakers had the highest performance among
NNEs with 34.4 percent. This is followed by native-Arabic

speakers and native-Korean speakers with 20 percent and

18.7 percent,

respectively.

A similar study was performed for the phonological
error-detection performances

(see Figure 4.9). When the

phonological errors of native-Arabic speakers are
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Bilinguals
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Figure 4.9. Error Detection Percentages Based on
Phonological Errors of Native-Arabic, Native-Mandarin,
Native-Korean Speakers

considered,
percent.

SEBs had the highest performance with 36.6

This was followed by NESs with 21.8 percent.

the NNESs,

and

For

the detection performances are close to each

other.- Native-Arabic speakers detected their own errors
with 12 percent success,

detected with 10 percent,

12.5 percent.

whereas native-Mandarin speakers
and native-Korean speakers with

For the phonological errors of native-
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Mandarin speakers,

SEBs and native-Arabic speakers'

performances are 36.1 percent and 36.6 percent,

respectively.

For this error type,

percent success,

NESs detected with 22.7

whereas native-Korean speakers detected

with 16.6 percent and native-Mandarin speakers detected
with 10.8 percent.

For the native-Korean speakers'

phonological error detection,

NESs displayed better

performance than the others with 37.2 percent.

For this

type of error, performances of SEBs and native-Arabic
speakers were 19.7 percent and 21.8 percent respectively.
Also,

native-Mandarin speakers'

detection performance was

15.6 percent and native-Korean speakers'

performance was

10.1 percent.
When the syntactic errors of native-Arabic speakers

are considered

NESs detected the errors

(see Figure 4.10),

with 36.6 percent following by SEBs with 19.4 percent.
Among the NNESs,

native-Mandarin speakers detected the

syntactic errors with 18.7 percent success.

Arabic and native-Korean speakers'

performances were quite similar.

Here,

error-detection

Native-Korean speakers

detected the errors with 11.4 percent success,

native-Arabic speakers,

native-

11.6 percent.

whereas

When the same

performances are studied for the syntactic errors of
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Figure 4.10. Error Detection Percentages Based on Syntactic
Errors of Native-Arabic, Native-Mandarin, and Native-Korean
Speakers

native-Mandarin speakers,

NESs had the highest performance

with 50 percent.

For this error type,

the performances of SEBs and

NNESs were similar with a detection performance of 13.3
percent for SEBs,

12 percent for native-Arabic speakers,

percent for native-Mandarin speakers and 12.5 percent for
native-Korean speakers.
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Similarly, when the syntactic errors of native-Korean
speakers are considered, NESs detected the errors with 27.2

percent. SEBs' performance for this type of error was close
to NESs with 23.3 percent. Among NNESs performances,
native-Mandarin speakers detected this type of error with

14 percent success, whereas native-Arabic speakers detected

at a 12.5 percent rate, and native-Korean speakers,

10.5

percent.

Although there has not been much research about

erroneously detecting errors in others'
not in fact contain errors,

speech that does

it is worth mentioning the

findings related to detecting non-errors

(see Figure 4.11).

Among all participants, NNESs displayed false detection

(labeling non-erroneous forms as errors) at the rate of
23.8 percent, whereas NESs and SEBs' rates were only 12.5

percent. It was also observed that NESs displayed the
lowest rate of false detection,

6.9 percent.

Overall, the data show clear patterns of error
detection—and false detection—across language-origin

error types and error detectors of various language
backgrounds. These patterns are analyzed in Chapter Five.
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Figure 4.11. False Detection Percentages of Native English
Speakers, Spanish-English Bilinguals, and Nonnative English
Speakers
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

Analysis of Results

Because detecting errors in speech requires more
complex immediate processing than does detecting errors in

written output,

it was not expected of the participants of

this study to be able to report all the errors in the task.
The participants were to listen to the samples only once,

as occurs in our everyday lives; most of the time we cannot
hear the same thing for the second time.

In addition, even

though the intention was to keep participants' anxiety low,
it is possible that they might have felt stress during the
application of the task,

knowing that they would not hear

the segments for the second time. Therefore, a combination
of such factors might also have influenced their judgment

as well as their reporting of errors.

Taking these considerations into account,

it is not

surprising that the highest detection rate per individual

was about 53.2 percent. The results show that NESs
displayed the highest rate of detecting errors. They were

followed by SEBs who, on average, detected 27.1 percent of
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all the errors. The lowest detection rate was observed in

NNESs with an average rate of 16.8 percent.
Based on these overall detection rates, it would not

be wrong to say that those participants who are more fluent
in the target language (NESs) are better at detecting

errors. Even though SEBs' and NNESs' error detection rates
might have been influenced by their Ll knowledge, the
difference between their detection rates cannot be

underestimated. The fact that SEBs are fluent in English as
well as a second language compared to NNESs

overall,

less fluent in English)

(who are,

is believed to contribute

to their detection rates.

As for the detection rates of other-produced errors

within the same language, NNES displayed a lower rate of

detection. Based on Node Structure Theory (NST), this
result can be explained thusly: Because one's self-produced

errors have similarities with other-produced errors within
the same language, errors hardly meet the novelty condition
that promotes awareness and effective error detection. In

addition, because the number of intervening connections
(distance) between the erroneous and correct forms of
specific structures heard in the segments is high,

detection becomes less likely to occur.
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error

In other words, the

rater's familiarity with those errors in others'

speech

within the same language is an impediment to effective

error detection, because the erroneous forms do not sound

unlikely to them. However,

segments which included

erroneous forms that the rater is not likely to use in his

or her speech promoted faster error detection.

Similarly,

it is observed that self-produced errors

were underreported more than other-produced errors within

the same language. This substantiates the first hypothesis
of the study. Thus, it can be said that most of the

participants were more careful during their evaluation of
others'

speech than they were for their own.

As for the types of errors that were detected most
frequently, morphological errors were the foremost. It is
observed that there is a considerable difference between

detection of this type of errors compared with syntactic

and phonological ones. The result can be interpreted
thusly: Although morphemes are the smallest meaningful

units that make up a word, detecting these errors mostly
requires raters' automaticity in the target language.
example, omission of the plural -s ending, as in *1

seen it many time,

For

have

is the most detected morphological error

among all participants.
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Most of the morphological errors stem from failure to

use the structures that are usually taught at the beginning
stages of second-language acquisition. Some examples of

these errors in addition to omission of the plural -s

ending are as follows: omission of third person -s ending,

use of wrong suffix, and addition of plural -s ending (a
noncount word made plural). As these types of grammar

points are usually introduced to learners in early years of
L2 instruction,

it is more probable that learners have

gained the automaticity needed to detect errors stemming

from misapplication of these rules. At this point it can be
concluded that one's ability to detect morphological errors

does not necessarily depend on their LI proficiency, but
rather on the nature of their IL.
The second most detected error type is phonological
error. One significant aspect of the data is that NNESs

detected more phonological errors than NESs and SEBs did.
On the contrary, NESs were far better at detecting

syntactic errors than NNESs. A possible explanation of
these results can be the notion that detecting syntactic

errors requires sentence-level understanding, whereas in

order to detect phonological errors, the rater does not
need to attend to the whole sentence. Therefore, higher
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rate of phonological error detection might imply a lowerlevel understanding of the whole speech in a segment. This,
however, does not prevent NNESs from directing their

attention to smaller units of a sentence; which, as the

findings show, results in a higher rate of phonological

error detection.
On the other hand, NESs' lower rate of phonological
error detection can be explained by their tolerance to

different types of accents. The underlying reason for this
conclusion is that NESs displayed a higher rate of

syntactic error detection, which shows that they did not

have problems at the content level that might impede the

comprehension and detection of errors.
Widening the Frame of the Study: Native-English
Speaker Errors
One of the most interesting features of the findings
of the study is that 92.8 percent of the participants

failed to detect two very distinctive NES and SEB errors.

One of these errors was omission of plural -s ending (as in

★both professor),

one of the errors that was detected

overall most among all the participants including NNESs.
Even though the other error was a syntactic error

(substitution of a singular subject instead of a plural
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subject as in

area),

*there is many Italian speakers in this

it was also very distinctive. Based on participants'

reports as well as researcher's observation during the
application of the task,

it is concluded that most NNESs

did not think that NESs'

samples

(including the SEBs'

speech) would contain errors. Therefore, they did not pay

the same amount of attention that they did when they were
listening to NNESs'

segments. Although this finding does

not have a direct implication for teaching,
evidence for NNESs'

it does provide

selective attention to output in the

TL.

Widening the Frame of the Study:

False Detection

The data of false detection suggest that error
perception can differ based on the background of the rater.
Even though this conclusion is not a novel one, what is

important is that teachers' awareness can differ based on

their current level of Ll and their LI backgrounds. In
order to assist their learners, teachers should be more
aware of their learner' errors not only because errors are
an indicator of one's current L2 level, but also because

teachers who are aware of their own as well as others'

errors can better focus on form, thus postponing
fossilization.

It would be beneficial both for English
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teachers and second-language learners to be involved in

focus-on-form activities during instruction.

Recommendations for Future Study

The goal of this study was to discover some patterns
of error awareness of ESL/EFL teachers and learners through
an error-detection task. Whereas the findings have been

successful in identifying some variables that might have

been influential in their error-detection,

more research

has to be done to further understand error awareness.

In this study people from five different language
backgrounds have been included; to get more general

results,

more people from different Ll backgrounds should

be studied. A longitudinal study in which participants'
error awareness is checked at intervals would also

contribute to understanding the relationship between
detecting errors and preventing fossilization.
As mentioned earlier,
intermediate fluency,

these learners,

students at the level of

as well as ESL/EFL teachers who teach

will benefit from this research by grasping

the significance of detecting L2 errors.
can thus be postponed,

L2 fossilization

which makes it more possible that

learners achieve native-like competence.
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APPENDIX A
HAN'S TAXONOMY OF PUTATIVE FACTORS
OF FOSSILIZATION
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HAN'S TAXONOMY OF PUTATIVE FACTORS
OF FOSSILIZATION

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

Absence of corrective feedback
Lack of input
Reinforcement from linguistic environment
Lack of instruction
Lack of communicative relevance
Environmental
Lack of written input
•Language complexity
-Quality of input
■Instruction
-LI influence conspiring with other factors
-LI influence
-Lack of access to UG
-Failure of parameter-resetting
Knowledge
Representation •Possession of a mature cognitive system
LNon-operation of UG learning principles
-Learning inhibiting learning
Representational deficits of a language faculty
■Lack of attention
■Inability to notice input-output discrepancies
-False automatization
■Automatization of the first language system
■Using top-down processes in comprehension
■Lack of understanding
■Use of domain general problem-solving strategies
■End of sensitivity to language data
Knowledge
■Lack of opportunity to use the target language
Processing
■The speed with which, and extent to which,
Cognitive
(receptive/
iutomatization has taken place
productive)
•Processing constraints
■Failure to detect errors
•Failure to resolve the inherent variation in the
.nterlanguage
■Reduction in the computational capacity of the
.anguage faculty
■Lack of verbal analytical skills
•Lack of sensitivity to input
•Inappropriate learning strategy
■Change in the emotional state
■Reluctance to take the risk of restructuring
■Simpli fication
Psychological ■Natural tendency to focus on content, not on
:orm
■Avoidance
■Transfer of training
■Changes in the neural structure of the brain
•Maturational constraints
•Age
■Decrease of cerebral plasticity for implicit
Neuro-biological
icquisition
•Neural entrenchment
•Lack of talent
•Satisfaction of communicative needs
■Lack of acculturation
Socio-affective
•Will to maintain identity
•Socio-psychological barriers

Source: Han, Z. H. (2004). Fossilization in adult second
language acquisition. Clevedon, UK: Multilingual Matters.
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